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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
I.

Statement ot the Problem

To become open to what one experiences in his personal
life is a process which initiates the enrichment and growth of
personality.

To be aware

or

ourselves and

or

our experiences is

the f!rst step on the way leading to contacts with the outside
world, with others and with ourselves as objects.

Openness to

experience is the opposite of defensiveness, withdrawal and rejection.

One can communicate either way, by closing or by open-

ing, by accepting or by--denying.

One can become increasingly

aware of the reality existing outside oneself.
ceive reality in preconceived categories.

Or one can per-

Our general vision of

the world depends on whether we are open or closed to our own
experiences.
Life is not static, but fluid.

Consequently, only that

person will find life rewarding, who has been able to interpret
the complex, changing experiences ot lite, through a deep under-

standing

or

his identity.

Expressions such as, •If I only could just be myself"
are not uncommon 1n our daily life.
l

•Just to be oneself,"

2

however, is one of life's most d1ff1eult things to achieve.

In

fact, we often notice ourselves acting in ways we do not like.
At other times, we do not act the way we would like to act.
The school plays a dee1s1ve role 1n shaping those
attitudes toward one's identity and one's experiences which are
vital for the human development toward maturity.
recognize this role fully?

Does the school

And 1f 1t does, how can it become

more effective in eontr1but1ng to the development of the person
as a person?

II.

This is the problem,

The Purpose of This Thesis

The second Vatican Council, emphasizing the importance

of individual growth and fulf111.rnent in the formation of the
Christian, established 1n the Decree on Christian Education,
certain general education objectives, "the most important being
the full development of the human person as an individual as well
as a member of Soc1ety.•l

This statement which places equal

emphasis on the

and the social development of the

1nd1vid·~al

human person, stresses the s1gn1f1canee

or

a phenomenon that, in

the context of personal development, has been the object of
lGeorge F, Donovan, Ph.D., ed., Vat1ean Council II. Its
Challer5e !2 Edueat1on 1 Proceedings of the workshop on Vat1can-Counel II, conducted under the general auspices of the Director
of Workshops of the Catholic University of America from June 13
to June 24, 1966, (Washington D. c.c The Catholic University
of America Press, 1967) P• 153.

increasing interest in the psychological, sociological and educational fieldsa

the group, specifically the small group.

What a young person learns today in terms of interpersonal relat1onsh1ps, w111 play an important role 1n his adult
life, and 1n the society

or

tomorrow.

The school setting, by

its very nature, has to face and deal with interpersonal relationships.

There are groups with which

~

person has to be

associated and 1n whose company one reels more or less at easea
the family, the religious affiliation, the political party, the
ethnic group, the "gang• and so torth.

However, if we ask a

student to identify the groups to which he or she belongs, the
fraternity, the debating team, the sports• club, the peer group
will be readily named.
The object of my thesis will be the small group as influencing the growth of the individual and the individual as open

to the small group, helping him to attain his full development.

III.

The Procedure

The study of groups has been in the sc1ent1fic forefront, and has produced interesting results.
small group as a
setting.

sou~ce

I will study the

of personal development in the school

4

One of the main tasks of the school is to prepare the
youth for adult life by increasing his self-awareness and deep.
ening his understanding of others.
Man's vocation is to be himself.

I will explain how,

through the group, a person can be helped to accept himself, like
himself, be himself.

This is the starting point of any ulterior

intellectual achievement.
I will present the existentialist approach to the human
person.

Ex1stential1sm, although aware that the person, as such,

is in many instances unexplainable, tries to understand the 1nd1 vidual in his uniqueness.

The positive approaches of Christian

existentialism, such as Kierkegaard's and Marcel's, expeo1ally,
stress the ultimate value of the human person.

Man

is his

choices, says existentialism, and the educator has to promote an
authentic freedom that will lead to a full development of the
human possibilities.

The pessimistic psychoanalytical conception

ot life, and the optimistic eX1stent1al approach that gives hope
and Joy in the struggle for self-actualization, are compared.
The fact that existentialism has been chosen as a suitable approach for the deeper understanding of the individual 1n
a group does not mean that the author accepts all the aspects of
existentialism.

The philosophical gaps of ex1stent1al1sm are not

ta.ken into consideration in this study.

s
In the third

chapter the origins and development of

group dynamics will be presented.
cription of group formation,

The fourth chapter is a des-

From the psychoanalytical point

of view, the writer compares the development of a human individual with the formation, growth and productivity of a human group.
The place of the leader and the manner in which human
cation operates in a group will be described.

commun1~

The last chapter

formulates some possible applications of the group methods to
counseling in the school setting.
nuclear aspect of this thes1sa

The author will stress the

"To be oneself."

Such phenomena

as the dynamics of motivation, authority and the school group
and defense mechanisms are presented from the psychoanalytical
aspect,

The

teacher~s

professional identity, as well as the

student's role in achieving self-actualization for both student
and teacher, are analyzed from the standpoint of the
function in this process of becoming.

gro·~p•s

I am aware of the basic

philosophical shortcomings in Freud's metapsychological writings.
But I am also aware that his contributions cannot be ignored if
we want to gain a deeper insight into the human mystery.
It is my desire that the learning of subjects may turn

into-h~e learner's love of himself.

Teaching and studying can

be motivated by the desire to "make a living."

But teaching and

learning can also be motivated by the love of learning and teaching• and, thereby, contribute towards a more fully developed

6

human personality.
If my thesis manages to make a modest contribution to
this complex goal, I shall, myself, feel personally fulfilled.

CHAPTEB II
EXISTENTIALISM, A HULOSOPHY OF l'lli:': SMALL GROUP

I.

Introduot1on

Contemporary man ia contronted with a compleX1ty of
problems he seldom knows how to handle adequately.

This happens

in 1nd1v1dual and social lite, in pol1t1cs and economics, in
national and international atta1rs, and with increasing frequency on the un1versit7 campus troubled with student unrest.
People seem to talk to one another, they gather in conventions and meetings, but very tew know how to really oommun1cate with one another.

Feople are unaware ot their own self.

Many ot the men and women in today's world, are afraid of one
another.

This 1s the cause of so much misunderstanding, war

and destruction.

The que&t1on actuall.y ls whether mankind pre-

fers the easier W&7 of collective selt-destruct1Qn or the heroic
effort required for selt-preservat1on through selt-real1zat1on.
Human existence achieves 1ts selt-real1zat1on from the
beg1nn1ng

or

each person's h1story.

In every person's l1te,

school has a tremendous impact 1n one way or another.
nately, school often falls to recognize th1s moat

1

Unfortu-

1~portant

8

point in the integral formation of mans
and self-awareness of the individual.

the deep understanding
Abraham Maslow writes

Science and education, being too exclusively
abstract, verbal and bookish, do not have enough
place for raw, concrete, esthetic experience, especially of the subjective happenings 1ns1de oneselt.2

In school students are taught and informed.

In many

1nstances they know many things about the world, arts and
sciences and they ignore themselves.

Much of the student unrest

is a demand for human attention and concern.

"Something has

gone sour in teaching and in learning" says George Wald, a
Harvard University Biologist and Nobel Prize wimier.3

Man has always been asking the question about the meaning of his existence.

in his own life.

over

and over he searches for the answers

From the existential point-of-view, according

to Gabriel Marcel, Philosophical reflexion is not concerned with
"problems" but involved in •mysteries."

A

"problem" for Marcel

is something wh1oh blocks my way by being wholly 1n front of me.

2Abraham H. Maslow, Toward a Fsfchologz of ~.
(Princeton, New Jerse71 Van Nostraiid,968), p.~09.
JGeorge Wald, "Insight," Ill! Chica.go Daily li!!!!.•
March 20, 1969, sec. l, p. J-4.

9
A "mystery," on the eontary, 1s something 1n which I f1nd myself
engaged.4

This engagement 1s precisely the value we want to

stress as a very important help 1n the self-awareness
1nd1v1dual.

or

the

Group dynamics 1s a method which can foster and

develop this being engaged and can lead to increased selfawareness.

Therefore, within the school setting, the educator

should become aware or its value and familiar with its functioning.
Modern existentialism concentrates its reflection on
the individual human self.

It confronts this contingent human

existence with thosecollect1ve forces that threaten to
his personality.

d~stroy

Existentialism has been the answer to increas-

ing pressures of abstract idealism that have forced the individual to a resolute and radical self-affirmation,

The mass media

tell us about these phenomena 1n the schools almost everyday.
Dr. Bruno Bettelheim, an internationally known specialist 1n the treatment of emotional:ty disturbed children, prof essor of Psychiatry at the University of Chicago, has studied the
student unrest from the ex1stent1al1st-psyohoanalyt1cal approach.
Dr, Bettelheim states that we have to be aware of the problems
facing society which originate in the student's rebellion.

p. 145.

4Gabr1el Marcel, Etre et Avoir, (Parisi
-

Aubier, l9J5)

10

These problems, he says, are manyfold, and have such fa.rreaehing 1mpl1oat1ons that it is wise to reflect on the whole
psychological spectrum from a mature position.5
Existentialism insists that no valid philosophic question can be asked and answered unless both question and answer
take into account the concrete e%1stence of the questioner,
namely man, the center of every existential philosophy.
The basic query of existentialism concerns the selfanalysis and self-understanding or the human being.

This, I

think, is the main light that existentialism can project unto
the educational fields.
E%1stent1al1sm plays an important role in modern education and the sciences that
or man.

s~roh

tor a deeper understanding

Technology seems to have overwhelmed man.

As Carl

Rogers points out, "Psychology may be hurting its own future by
its insistence that the individual is nothing more than a
machine. "6

5Bruno Bettelheim, "On Cam.pus Rebellion, a New and
Potentially Dangerous Rite of Manhood," The Chicago Tribune
Magazine, May 4, 1969, sec. 7, pp. 78-11~
6carl R. Rogers, "Graduate Education in Psychology, a
Passionate Statement", in w. G. Bennis, E. H. Schein, eds.,
fnterpersonal Dynamics, Ess!l:s and Read1Wfs on Human Interaction,
HomewoOd, I!l.,a The Dorsey Preis, !96 p.~9~.

ll

Rollo May af f1rms that he takes very seriously the dehumanizing dangers in modern science to make man.into the image

of a machine, into the image of the techniques by which we study
man.

He says that this tendency ls not the fault of

any

"dan-

gerous" men or "vicious" schools1 "it is a crisis brought upon

us by our particular historical predicament.•?
Hazel E. Barnes, an American ex:1stent1al1st affirms to
this respects
There is a need ot a comprehensive ex:1stent1al1st
philosophy of education, one which would propose educational aims consistent with the eX1stential view of man,
which would develop an educational psychology along the
lines of the new insights of ex:istential psychology and
wh1ch woul~ offer a concrete program to implement its
proposals.
This chapter 1s d1v1ded in two partsa

the first part

will present some of the basic assumptions of existentialism
that may enlighten the educators in the .main task of assisting
the students 1n conquering a deeper self-awareness of themselves.

I am strongly convinced that this deep awareness of oneself is
the only way to become more capable of relating to others.

7Rollo May, "The Emergence of Existential Psychology" in
Rollo May, ed., Existential Pszoholop, (New York1 Random
House, __1935) p. 21.
i

·'

8Hazel E. Barnes, An Existentialist Ethics, (New York•
Alfred A. Knopf, 1967) p. 2B'9.
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Bum.an

rel~tionships

start at home and should be improved

1n the school setting between faculty and students, among the
teachers, among paars and on all levels of vertical and horizontal relationships.
The philosophical study ot the structure of group dynamics tfill make these processes more understandable from the
existential point of view.
In the second part, concrete applications will be
presented to achieve the existential goal or "being oneself" and
to have a true communication with other people.

The author has

round Rollo May, Carl Rogers, Adrian Van Ka.am and Abraham Maslow
pari"ieularly 1nsp1r1ng in their ex1stent1al approach to the
understanding of man.
II•

Existen!!alist Pro£Is1t1ons

Relit

!2 FA.uoa qn

1. Man's Awareness of His Dignity as a Unique,
Transcending Subject.
The awareness of his own dignity in man 1s not theoreti-

cal or speculative.

It arises from being thrown into being and

discovering that he 1s also "Ex1stenz," namely, potential being.
In his concrete environment and world view appropriated by
himself, he sees revealed the "mystery"

or

his own being.

lJ
Abraham Maslow says, commenting on the existentialist
approach to American Psychology1
If the stud~ of the uniqueness of the individual does not fit into what we know of science, then
so much the worse for that eoneept1on of ~c1ence.
It, too, will have to endure re-ereat1on.9

It is his ability to transcend the present and project
himself into the tuture that really matters.
"Existentialism as a philosophic and educational tradition may be characterized as an awakening of man's interest in
himself • 10
0

Christian educators should be keen to arouse such

existential awareness 1n their students to awaken a more specific
Christian realization in their lives.
Man has to be him.self first, before anything else.

He

has to first learn how to satisfy his own needs and wishes before
he can concern h1D.Self with gratifying his parents• needs.
body can give what he does not have.

No-

To give gratification to

his parents, the youngster has to have fulfilled his own self
first.

9Abraham H. Maslow, Toward A Pszcholof or Being, 2nd
edition, (Princeton, New Jersey1 vi'n Nostran; ~68) P• lJ •.
Yorks

10George F. Kneller, Ex1stential1ss and Education, (New
Ph1losoph1oal Library, Ino., 1958) p:-J"l.

14

This very aspect of existentialism is very inspiring.
While from Freud we learned that the stages of development are
seeking their answers from the past which escapes constantly,
the existentialist approach looks at the risky and challenging
future.

Freud's psychology affirms that man is a product of

the past.
phere.

This creates a deterministic and fatalistic atmos-

Man, through compulsive repetition is always seeking

pleasure, looking for an equilibrium unbalancing itself constantly.

This continues over and over until man reaches death,

the maximum equilibrium, the returning to the prior inorganic
stage.

This puts us right on the next existential propositions
2.

Man, a Contingent Being• SubJect to Death.

This awareness is not meant to result in tear or inertia.
It is a realistic appraisal of his human condition which leads
him to live in readiness to face death at some time.

This

knowledge increases his incentive to realize his whole potential.
Since some of the psychoanalytical aspects of a group
process w1ll be treated in this thesis, it is important to contrast the past-oriented psychoanalytical attitude with the
future-oriented existentialists approach.
1n facing the challenging and risky future.

Existentialism insists
Freudian psycho-

analysis maintains thatthe past 1s pulsating now in the present

15
lite

or

the person.

Paradox1call.7 enough, the past and the

future interchange in the Preud1an aetaps7chologJ".

This 1s the

Principle: of N1rvana.. 11
In 191), Freud published a ps7choanal.7t1c coament on
two of Shakespeare's works1
~

1,tear.

naael.7, The Merobant !!. Venice and

This passag· e, aore than his works on aetaps7cholog7,

explains Freud's v1ew on the death-lite 1nst1nct, the last one
in his whole metaps7ohologtcal conception and one ot the aoat
discussed. ps7choanal.7t1cal assuapt1ona1
We .might argue that there a.re three inevitable
relations that a man has 11'1.tb a woman--the woman who
bears h1m, the woman who 1s his mate and the woman
who destro7s h1a or that the7 are the th:ree forms
taken b7 the figure ot the aother 1n the cou.rse ot
a man's 11te--the mother beraelt, the beloved. one who
1s chosen atter her pattern, and laatl7 the Mother
Earth who rece1ns h111 once more. But 1t is in vain
that an old man yearns tor the love ot woman as he
11Pr1n~ple ot !if"ana• the goal ot 11te, accord1ng
to Buddhist teacng, l i i o h iill desires are ext1ngu1aed and
1l'ld1v1dual.1t7 1s merged w1th the ooaaos. Ps7choanal.7ats equate
the Nirvana Principle baaed on the loss of 1nd1•1dual.1ty, with
Freud's death instinct. The basic regu.latl•e pr1no1plea ot
ps7eh1c functioning poatualte4 by P.reud. are1 The Nln-ana
Principle (constanor principle). The pleaaare principle, that
is somewhat a mod.1t1eat1on ot the 51rvana principle. The
reality principle. Horace c. English and. Ava Chappney English,
! ComDrehens1ve D1ct1ona'i ot PsY9h9los1ftl and Pazchoana1zt&cal.

Teras, (New rorka

Davia

era,

C0mpa!l1',

no.;-T9l>lFp. j4ll.

Ill'""''"'

16
had it first from h1s mother, the third

ot the Fates

alone, the s1±~nt Goddess ot Death, will take h1•
into her arms
Freud's idea

or

lite and death is that of a hopeless

battle never won 1n the universe through a sp1ral evolution
from negative to negative.

•From nothingness to nothingness,"
ss.rtre' s 1<'.!.ea is somewh'lt s1m1lar. 1 3

-

Freud hiuelt bad at the t1m• when he published The

Theme .2! ~he Three C!fkets (1913) 14 many uncertainties about
the death 2u.lslqn, !-Ytlpct .Q£ dr1ve that he f1nall7 called

Ifleb.15

~m

l2stgaund. Freud, ~ r·;:~, the

m··

caskets l!l lb!
E&t!if
.ti: lb!. eer• e . ·~y;-fF fi1rii ol srpund
Trans a .a~trom t e German
er e Genera i!itor-

e •
ship ot Jaaes Stnehe7 1n collaboration with Arma Freud, assisted b;y Alix Strache7 and Alan Tyson, (Londona

and

The Hogarth Press

the Institute ot Psyoho-anal.7s1s, 1968) Vol. 12 1 p. 391.

13Robert Denoon Cttmm.1ng, ed., "The Encounter with Nothingness," The Philosgpbl ot J;;n-Paul;. Sartre. (New Iorka

Band.om House,

1965J

PP• ~1

•

l4s1SIUlld Freud, l'!!! s~ ~ t~on .2! the complete
Pezcholo51cal Works 2!. S&S!1!91!1 !r~o71 1 PP• ~jb,.
l5Ben~ A. Spltz 1ns1sts on the usage ot the tera

drive, instead or what he oalla the "misleading• term instinct,
used in the Standard Bdltion ot Freud's works. Spitz• argu...
ments tor the wo:rd ~rij! area
l. Freu.d pr1ur1 uses the German term Trieb, and rarel.7
the term tnst1nkt.
2. Inat1not has 1n biology a d1fterent connotation from the
Ps1choanal7tlcal one.
(continued on page 17)

17
In l920t he publis:ted his metap&¥ohologlcal book, B•fppzl lla

fleasqre Kr&no&i£t• 16 1l1 which he aff1ras that bl.a earlJ' theo17

-

of tl1e two 1nst1ncts or d.rtne. 61'tf.ldg and HIJ"!!S1on, bas to be

revised.

Death is tor Fretld. so 1aportant that be oonolwted

wlth a new philosophical categol!"7t

lh!

pe~~b

1n1t1not1 When

read1.ng tbrotlgb bl• llte, one tlnda how often he was perpl.e%04
1n th1e philosophioal lab1?1nth. tJ'IOm wh1oh ba neTer aeeaa to
haTe escaped. 1 7

18
Igor A. Caruso, the Austrian psychoanalyst, founder and
acting .Fres1dent of Wiener Arbeitskre1s

!!!!£

T1efenpsycholog1e

(Viennese workshop for deep psychology), commenting on the
death instinct, presents the Freudian contention 1n this
syllogism1

•
1'or1gine eta1t
la mort
La Vie tend VfrS le retabl1ssement des origines
Done, le but a 8uoi tend derni&rement la vie
est la mort 1
A

The death pulsion 1s for Freud a general law that makes
all psychic I!lechanisms
longing for a previous stage.
,

"Nothing-

ness" has to be re-established like it was in the beginning.
Freud's theory of death, as one of the main drives of man, is
for the author of this thesis philosophically unacceptable and.
practically leading to despair.

Three Caskets, and the three inevitable relations that a man has
Professor Caruso, lecturing on Freud's The Theme of the

with a woman, saids

c• est

•
•
un echat1llon de la sagesse desillus1onnee
et du talent lttteraire d'un hom.me de genie v1e1111ssant--les 1dees qui y sont expr1mAes devaient-18Igor A. Caruso, La Compulsion de Repet1t1on Expl1gue
Haine Sur L1Amour,
unpublished tape:'r8C'Ora.ed lecture,\Bogotl, JulY I2i"; 1964).

!! Pr1or1te de la Mort Surla Vie et de

ra
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nenda11t les 2.5 ans que Freud avai t encore A vi vre-developper en un syst~me gra.."'ld.1ose et austife•
dom1n6 par l'hypothese de la "puls1on de mort• 9

zc

This quotation expresses concisely the melodrama.tic
"mood" of the Freudian meta.psychology.

It 1s a progression, one

could say, towards a cosmic regression in a closing spiral unto
death.
earl Gusta1r Jung, when he says that "person 11ves by
aims as well as by

caus~s,"

links to my mind the fata.11st1c

Freudian approach with the optimistic ex1stent1al1st view.

Jung

was the first one to speak about the actualization of the self
toward which man strives into a unified living personal1ty. 20
Existentialism wants man to learn from the past and plan for the
future.
While orthodox psychoanalysis says1

"As long as there

is life, there has to be death as an end," ex1stent1a11sm proclaims1

"There is hope only as long as there 1s l1fe."21
19caruso, &f! compulsion E.!, Repet1~1o»,

20carl Gustav Jung, Analytical Psychology, (New York•
Moffat. Ya.rd, 1916), Chapter 13.
2lsoren Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death. (Garden
City, New Yorka Doubleday Anchor Books, 1"9)'li1", p. :I44.
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Ex1stent1altsm tries to teach man how to face deaths
The existentialism in our century as expressed
in the philosophies of Simm.el, Sheler, Jaspers and
Heidegger has placed the experience of death near
the center of its analysis of the human condition.
It has a.ecented death as a cons ti tut1 ve part re.ther
than the mere end of 11fe and highpointed the idea
that only by integrating the concept of death into
the self does an authentic and genuine existence
become possible. The price for denying death 1s
undefined anxiety, self-alienation. To completely
understand himself man m~~t confront death, become
aware of personal death.

J. Man. an Integral Person
Existentialism means centering upon the existing person,
as he is emerging, becoming.

Existential thinking does not view

man as just a body-soul composite.

Descartes has been accused of

introducing this dichotomy in man which eventually led to the
extremes of idealistic and materialistic thinking.

The exis-

tentialists speak of man as knowing, feeling, choosing, desiring.
They do not, as a rule, speak of several separate faculties of
man as the scholastics do.
the human existence.
emotions.

They relate knowing and willing to

They give much importance to feelings and

They use speculative reasoning but are more interested

in the total person who acts and reacts, who appropriates this

22Herman Fiefel, "Death--Relevant Variable in Psychology,"
fJt1stent1al Psycholotg", ed. Rollo May, (New Yorka Random House,
968) p.

65.
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this world.

This is extremely valuable for any one who deals

with human beings, because the existentialist refuses to look
at any human being, merely rationally or Just morally.
Abraham Maslow writesa
••• Existentialism raises the problems and
techniques of integration of this twofold nature of
man, his lower and his higher, his creatureliness
and his god-likeness. The existentialists teach
that both the "higher" and the "lower" a.re simultaneously defining characteristics of human nature.
Neither can be repudiatedt they can on1y be integrated.23
The principle of Sartre's existential psychoanalysis is
that man 1s a totality and not a collection.

Consequently, he

expresses himself as a whole in even his most superficial behavior, 24
A counselor or educator imbued with a sense of his own
human dignity, 1s a better qualified person to

.make

aware of his whole potential as an integral being.

another
The group

encounter as such could be called in a very precise sense a
"peak experience," where real people meet at the very level of
2.3Abraham H. Maslow, Toward !; Psychology 2!, ~.
2nd edition, (Princeton, New Jerseys Van Nostrand, 1968) p. 11.
24Robert Denoon CUmm1ng,

ed., The

Ph1losop~ of Jean

E!!!! Sartre, (New York 1 Random House, ""'1'964), pp.6:joir;--
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hu.m&n existence.

4.

P.an's Freedom and Authentic Existence

auaan

freed.ma ls meant to promote authent1o enstenoe.

The theistic 1nterpretat1on would see man Bild h.1:ct treed.om grcnm•

dad 1n God.

But. whether God exist• or not, s&¥s sartre. would

sake no dltterence to the und.e,stand1ng or man,

f

t>r "•e are

our cho1ces.•2S •Lite ls a oont1nual series of oh1ocea tor the
1nd1v1dual 1n wblOh a main determinant choice ls the person as

he alread.J ls.•26
It 1s 'becoming to man to be able to choose.

But eholce

ear lead to both authentic and unauthentic existence. · 11tople
often choose an unauthentic existence because ot unconac1ous

tears, that bas1oal17 come

rrom

a lack of self-awareness.

The

actual struggle would be to extst as an authentic person.
ls nothing less than the straggle "to be or not to be."
unique human to.rm ot authent1c1t7 is

Oiew York•

2.5Jean-l•aul Sartre,

It
And the

self-conso1o~sneas and

e1stcaf;f:1U
and Hu.raan -t~ons,
1 3 p. 2r.-

Phllosophioal LibrarJ',

26Maa1cnr, Tf9d .! P!Z9b96W !1.£. l!1Mt P• l9J.
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Growth llll'ld self•fulfill.m.ent are not pass1ble without
pain and griet. sorrow and tur11011.
The educator has to learn how
p~in

Thia ls the human coru:litlor.1.t

!!:21 to protect h1s etu.d.ents against

as lt 1t were aoaeth1ng destructive.

Not allowing them to

grow through thelr pail'l• would be l&ok of trust 1n their poss1-

b111 t1es ot deTelopment.

Thlo lack or trust in the students•

abilities would reflect a baa1c lack ot tl"tlSt ot the educator
1n h1aself.

rany personality problems a.rise as a protest

a~···""4

the r1umerous attempts f'rom the outs1<le to crush a .t:-'eraon• s true

inner nature that wants to aetual.ize.

While this lack alone is

deplorable, lt seems Gven worse that so many people haVP. never
protested.

Like the seed. that was suffocated. and could n€ver

rise to become a beaut1tul tree.
because tbe7 never even became

Those peopJ.e do not protest

awar~

of their inner poss1b111t1cs

They m.1ss true happiness and a r1ch emotional lite because they
n~ver

p&rmi tted themnelves to become stro?'..g enough to react, to

27A•reneaa 1• aasoc1at&d wlth vigilance. Awareneaa
comas trom the J\nglo-Jaxo11 gewaer. Waer, means knowl«l.ge of er..ternal. dangers an<l threats. 1ts cognates are beware and l!f&t7•
Arr long e.s a. person 1n aware or his inner tears he !.A also cap.
able of becoming selt-eonsc1ous of his own pot~ntia.ls to counteraet those rears. Por 1nner tears are onl7 imaginary dwarfs that
can destroy the castles of one•s dreams. As l.ong as man has the
poss1b111ty· ot ~"!'".!.1.JSh!, i~ etgbt, that 1s to see the outa1de world and
s problema 1n relation to hima~r. man will be
able ·tl'l handle whatever problems mq come to bis::.?01fll 11te. Hollo

ttiiit1;Ml!1MilrD.8lllw0 foM 0 hftlllDPIA;s1' B: !ff•ed••

b.11-

....
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be creative, to mold their specific kind of life, to fight for
the realization of that kind of life designed for them in other
words, to live authentically.
The educator has to make the students understand that
discipline, deprivation, frustration and pain are not to be
removed from them in order to make life easier, but that they
have to engage their inner creativity to counteract these
adversities and by doing so become authentic persons.

Hazel E.

Barnes wr1tesa
We ought to teach people that we are responsible
and free, that authenticity and the ethical life

are values worth striving for. we should show them
the difference between being-with-others and being
one-with others. We should show and help them to
µnd~rstand their relation to their own emotions,
to realize that they are not enslaved to their past
and. that they will thgmselves determine the quality
of their own future.2
Only through conquering and superat1ng oneself, one
becomes equipped with the sense of achievement and egJ strength,
healthy self-esteem and confidence.

One who has never tried for

the best nor overcome difficulties nor achieved success will feel
doubtful about himself.

And the result is only one of two thlngsa

28uazel E. Barnes, An Existentialist Ethics, (New York•
Alfred A. Knopf, 1967), p. jl'6.
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whether we accept and love ourselves or we despise ourselves and
feel co.mtemptible, worthless and unlovable.
The ex1stent1al1st approach shows the irr:1mss1b111ty of
any genuine existence without risks, anxiety eid care.

We have

to commit ourselves to a cause be it God, country, freedom, love
of man in its manyfold ways.

Marcel, Kierkegaard and S&Jrtre

have all spoken strongly for commitment 1n life, but not on
passing whims.

Com.mi tment ls rn.:.t a T«1strict1on, but a deepening

of human freedom with the possibility of new oomm1tments with
himself and with other beings.

We h&ve to remind oursel:e3 that

growth and improvement oan come only through pain, struggle and
conflict.
What makes victory great is the challenge of the unknown
risk.

And man becomes truly human only at the moment of

decision.

5. Man a Being, Sharing the Human Condition in the
World, emerging towards God,
Man is called upon being and he 1s to

respond to this

call by a total dedication, as an "emerging man," not a finished
product, struggling until death.

Ma.n's highest task 1s to know

what one must be in order to be a true human being.

'l'hrough

each decision, man makes himself and realizes the possibilities

26
of his own existence.
At the same time man does not conceive his nature or
essence except as related to his being 1n the world.

Adrian

van Kaam. writesa
I am not in the world as a stone 1s in a wall,
a broom in a closet, or a vegetable 1n a freezers
they are conta1ned. ••• But I am involved, engaged
in my world, I am concerned, I care as no stone,
broom or vegetable can care. I am acquainted, f~
iliar with the worlds I am at home in the world.G~

Man has to have an existential "overtness" toward the
world, toward others and toward God.

The total reality of one's

self has to address itself to the totality of being, in order to
be absorbed in the presence of that totality.JO

potentials is to be a person.

To reach his

The Hebrew-Christian religious

tradition seems to elevate these human potentials when it declares that man is created in the image of Goa..Jl

6. The Experience of Anxiety by Any Individual
Trying to "Live".
Existentialism is not interested in the technical study
29Adrian Van Kaam, Existential Foundations of Psychology,
(Pittsburgh, Penn.a Duquesne University .Press, 1960} p, ~.
JOsee G. Marcel• ~ !! Avoir, (Par1sa Aub1er, 1935)
p.

63.

Jlsee Rollo May, Man's Search for Himself, (New Yorks
Signet Books, 1967) p. 75.
---
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book.

Meanif!& g!, Anxiety as studied by Sigmund Freud in his
This is why the existentialists welcome Kierkegaard when

he describes anxiety as the struggle of the living being against
the non-being.
These are Soren Kierkegaard's three categories of anxiety
Despair is a sickness in the Spirit, in the S;lf and
so 1t may assure a triple form.a
1n Despair at not being conso1ous of having a self
(Despair improperly so called);
in Despair at not willing to be oneself
in Despair at willing to be oneselr.3 2
The first form would set man in the category of the
.minerals, vegetables or animals.

A beautiful star shining in

the sky, unconscious of its beauty.
of defeata

The second form, a sad state

the person is paralyzed and does not dare to live,

frightened by the challenge of becoming.

The third form, a

positive despair for the better in which man is ever selfactual1z1ng, trying to reach the

"unreach~ble

star".

Man in

this stage feels that there is hope as long as there is life;
and even though life has at some time to face death. death is
not the last thing to happen, but only a transition 1nto life
in the Christian understanding.

City1

32soren Kierkegaard., The Sickness Unto Death, (Garden
Doubleday & Anchor Book'S;' 1954), p.-r4'7.

;-::8

Anxiety for Kierkegaard is also the state of mind when
man confronts his freedom.
·why the

mo::.~ t

He affirms that this is the reason

creat1 ve persons are the ones who confront more

situations of possibility and hence more anxiety-creating sit.,, ....
uatior.i.s • ...;.) The more creative persons are those who are more
"aware 11 or "conscious"--to follow May's terminology--ot' their

own potentials and the mo:vc 'an.."Cious•• to r:.;,alize all of them.
Hence comes the fear to lose their

self-actualize them.

Olm

abilities or not to

This is precisely the anxiety of being

against non-being to which Kierkegaard refers.

Emotio11S.lly

impaired people experience relatively little anxiety because,
one might say, by not wanting to be alive they are actually dead.
Paul T1111ch•s emphasis on the "the courage to be"34
refers precisely to this anxious process of becoming, so much
selffulf1111ng because "in so far as the oelf does not become
itself, it is not its own self; but not to be one's own self
is despa1r."35
If one does not try to "just to be" he ends in despair
and sadness.

The challenging process· of becoming is exhilarating,,

33see Rollo May, !h!! Meanins !!!.. Anx1et~, (New York•
Rc>nald Fress, 1950) p • .352.
J4paul Tillich, !!:!!, Courage 12 .!!!• (New Havena Yale
Universit~ Press, 1952).
J5Kierkegaa.rd, The Sickness Unto Death, P• 16J.

-
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source of joy for the 1nd1v1dual.
dent~l

.dappiness is far too inci-

and CQntlngent a thine; to be considered a goal in itself.

"Happiness is the glow that attends the integration of' the person uh1le pur9u1ng the attainment of goals."3 6 Growth motives
that maintain tension 1n the interest of distant and often

unattainable goals, distinguish human from animal and adu.l.t from
infant becoming.
To dream the impossible dream
~~o 1"1g,ht the unbea.tuhle roe
To bear with unbearable sorrow
'.!'o run where the hl..!We dare l'lc>t go
'I'o right the unrlghtable wrong
To i,.,ve, pure a:nd chaste, f!'ou1 afai"
To try when your arms are too weary
To reach the unreac~able star
This ts my quest •••. I

This enlightening approach to life cannot be understood
1n a cold rnt1onal1st1e syllogism.

But this ls the way people

can 11ve a healthy life, laugh and enjoy emotional and peak

experiences, feel the r1sk and the courage to be as long as they
are becoming.

man's grandeur.

I~ature

people accept trs.gedy as inseparable from

'I'hey accept the respons1b111ty of being humans

thay .!;1 ve up childhood omnipotence and dare to choose even 1f
there will be no absolute certainty of the cold facts.

s1ty

J6Gordon w. Allport, Beeo!J.n6• (New Ravena
1955) p. 68.

~ress,

.....

J7Don Qui jote in ........._..
Man of ........_.
Le. Mlllncha •

Since

Xale Un1ver-
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they have accepted. the human condition. they take the risk ju.st
because they want to become more themselves and grow.
There are two opposite psychoanalytical attitudes towards
human lifea

Freudian pessimism and the Junguian optimism that

fits very appropriately in the existentialist approach.

7.

r(an Experiencing Loneliness

"Loneliness 1s a peculiar characteristic of modern man.
This is why people so often want to visit, entertain, share
companionship and friendship.

But at the same time many people

suffer from the fear of finding themselves alone, remarlrn Andre
Gide, and so they don•t find themselves at a11.•J 8

This is

another of the basic principles of existentialism that play a
very important role in group dynamics and interpersonal relationships.

Ar1stotla said that man is a sociable animal and we have

to understand him as such, so as to hel!,> him more adequately to
become a

b~tter

Ab1·al'l.alll

human being.
Masl~w

106Y affirms how the

talking about existentialism and psycho-

ex~~tent1911st

stress on the ultimate alone-

ness of the individual is a useful reminder for us, not only to
work out further the concepts of decision, responsibility, choice,
J8aollo May, Man's search
Signet Books, 1967) p. 24.

!.2.! Himself, (New York•

Jl
self-creation, 1ndent1ty, but
It also makes more problematic and more faso1nathe mystery of communication between nlonsness
v1a 1 e.g., 1ntu1t1on and empathy, love and altru1sm,~
1dent1f1oat1on w1th others, and homonomy 1n aeneral.J9
t1n~

Later on the danger of the group depersonalizing will
be discussed.
11 f et

It 1s a fasc1nat1ng

e~~b1!'lfttion

1n every person's

In order to be himself', .man has to be alone a:..1d 11 ve alone

but at the same time to really

b~

a man, he has to live with

other·a and share with them his ex1$tence, his loneliness, his
being.

"There 1s only one sufferings
8.

to be alone.•40

Man's Openness to .F.:ncounter God

Kierkegaard, Jaspers and Marcel devote mueh a.ttent1on to

t~e

aharga of atheism and h1s

"waiting for God."41
thou~h

~h1l~sophy

seemo to be aomewhat

Sartre is clearly 1~ the atheistic ltne,

"ven the belief 1n God., he asserts, would make no serious

difference to his approach to man.
J9rt;aslow, Toward .! Fsych(>losz

.el

;~e1rui• p. 14.

40 ·Ja.br1el :1aroel, t;ieCOUl' ~ Autres, (:2ar1sa

1920) p. 46.

(irasset,

4lpreder1ck Gopleston, Co11te~orar;z fh110SO£;;hlt (Westminster, Maryland 1 1'1ewman Press, 19 } p. lSj,

J2
£xistentia11sm is not so atheistic that it
wears itself out showing that God does not exist.
r:ather it declares that even if He did exist, that
would change nothing ••• Not that we believe that
God exists, but we think thff;~ the problem of His
existence is not the issue.
Although existentialism as such does not prove the
existence of Gods existentialists accept Him through the act of
Faith.

Without God, they believe, human existence in the world

becomes utterly absurd, and m.a.n 1s handed over to forlorness

and. despair.

What ls 1mpossib::..e for specul.9.t1 ve reason becomes

an actuality in the act of Faith,

It rescues man from the per-

plexity, anxiety and despair engendered by the uncertainty and
instability of the human situation.

In the act of religious

faith, the individual constitutes himself as a person by affirming the infinite personality of God.

I am ready to accept my

"being-in-the-world."w1th its 11m1tat1ons 1n

u.n~erstanding

myself

as a creature of God.
The acceptance of God is the result not of a rational
knowledge but the t10rk of fa1 th, that is the work of a personal
consecration of

my

life to God.

The believer, says Marcel, is

like a lover who offers his own self and the whole world to his
beloved.

And by realiz1n8 himself more he struggles happily to

42Jean Paul Sartre, Existentialism and Hum.an Emotions,
(New Yo!"lr: rh11o~mph1cal Iiibrery, 19.5'7) p."'"'3!.
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make of '.1im:.:ielf a better gift for Goe..

ed by

Si.

In my choices I am ::;uid-

Li;;ht which, whil<! 1 t surpasses and. transcends me, is

nevertheless more intimately present to Jue than I am to myself. 43
While for Sartre man ls .. thrown" into a hostile world and abandoned to his otm devices and

J;:1~()j;:;cts,

for rtarcel man, as an

"incar:1ate" being '·n a11 "incarnate" world, is not

l~ft

to real-

1ze his destiny in absolute sol..Ltude, but is illuminated by cer•
ta1n values, the:!nselves "1near:n.ate in being."

Having taken our

departure from <::>ur temporal human exi stenc0, we are drawn by
Christ's Incarnation {where man's two great afJp1rat1onsa

His

lont;ing for the authentically human and for the divine are ful-

filled)

t~oard

the supratemporal D1v1ne Existence.

'1Rrce1 affirms that I have to understand. better my s1 t-

uat1on in the uorlf.l, by relating 1 t to the crt:Jat1 ve riill of God.
I ha.,..re to realize my engagement in h1atory, by becom1113 aware

of ~Y d1v1~e vocation.44

-----

The Act of Faith, as a religious experience, personal
and incommunicable ls basic to
V1dua1 •::; b01ng-in-the world.

144 ~

·1

~'!a.reel's
'~'l:e

philosophy of the indi-

Creator-God is both the

4J"Int1m1or Int1mo Meo", see st. Aw;ustine, Sermon No.
em pore, Chapter 6.

l+4see Gabriel Marcel, Journal l!etaphy;s1gue, (l?arlsa
Ga111mard, 1927) p, 41.

\

'
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"enveloping and transcending reality of myself."

This aot of

faith rescues the 1nd1v1dual trom the perplex1ty, anxiety and
even despair engendered by the uncertainty and 1nstab111ty
the human situation.

I realize DlJ engagement in history by

becoming aware, by the act of ta1tht of my divine
The act of Faith,

SQ.1S

vocation~

Marcel, marks the birth of both human

personality and human freedom.

In the act of faith I respond to

the divine call to become truly myself.
I accept my human situation.
the act of faith.

or

Through the aot of faith

The highest form of engagement is

"I exist" 1s answered by "I believe."

The

totality of my self addresses itself to the totality of being
and.

is absorbed in the presence of that total.1 ty.

~·!an

1s called

into being and responds to this call by a total ded.1oat1on,4S
Even though e%1.stent1al1sm 1s not a rational philosophy,
it has proved to be very appealing to the mentality of youth,

vitally concerned with whatever considers and involves man's
feelings and emotions.

•The self, by relating itself to 1ts
\

own selt and by tdll1ng to be itself', is grounded transparently
in the power which constituted it. This is faith.• 46
•

45see Kurt F. Reinhardt, The Ex1gtent1al1st Revqlt,
(New Yorke Ungar Publishing co.,-iJ6?) P• '-11.
46K1erkegaard,

!b!

Sickness ~ Death• P• 139.
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Man's Openness to Encounter Men.

The ex1stent1al concreteness of being 1s enriched b7
what Marcel designates as the eategor;y or "The Encounter•-two

unknown persons meet.

The more one person is external to the

other, the more both become apart from one another,
subject-object impersonal relationship.

or
and

At aomet1m.e, the moment

real commun1cat1on springsr the "g1ven object" ls surpassed,
in its place appears the ontological plenitude

countered being.
and

i1h1s ls the

or

the en-

This ls the "pealc erper1enoe"t the "he• ceases

becomes a •thou."

This is eL1.ctl7 what happens in the s1 t-

uatlon ot a group enoounter where unknown people start opening
themselves, sharing• sutfer1ng and str1v1ng tor the better, in
common, and t?'Oa a religious point-ot-vtew in the presence of the
"Absolute Thou."
Gabriel Marcel began with a refusal to acknowledge the ·
tra41t1onal ratlonal1st1o 4lat1nct1on between subject and. object.
H1a entire work 1s oriented towal"d the recognition ot a realit7

which 1s both transubjeet1Te and transobjective.

This reality

he calls •metaproblemat1eal• or the •ontological 1Dl'Stery.w

~o

really communicate with people one has to involve oneself with
the other,

Being-with-others belongs to the very texture of

~-·-----------------------------------36---,
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ex1st~:r1ce.

117
·

The group dynamic process tends precisely to

create the atmosphere of respect and concern for any individual

and

sh'.tr~ ~Ti

ch the group just the human condition.

The great

lmpaet of this deep relationship is so beneficial that some
people think this is in some eases very sound therapy including
a great improvement of human relationships, a. better understanding of other people's att1tuaes and a breaking down of barriers

ot hostility and mistrust.
All existing persons have the need and capability of
going out from their centeredness to participate in other beings.
This involves so.me risk, that in the group is taken spontaneously, with the encouragement of the other members that have already
taken the same risk and found it rewarding.
Marcel and his fellow eX1stent1al1sts condemn the increasing degeneration of human relations and the virtual 1mposs1 b11i ty of genuine communication.

Society is losing the under-

standing for speech a.rul language--the means of communication-and the respect for the 1nd1v1dual--the subject of communication,

Marcel deplores w1 th Heidegger that social relations in the con.temporary world have as their frame of reference the cold

·

47see Gabriel Marcel, ~ :Mysterz of 1e1ng, translated
by G. Frasser, (Ch1cago1 Henry Regnery, 17,5'0 p. 92.

egalitarian irresponsibility of man rather than the personally
creative polarity of the "I" and the "Thou."
III.
l,

--

Existentialism and Self-Realization

Self-awarness as Man's True Vocation.

One becomes a person in the measure in which one loves
himselff and only after one has accepted and loved himself, one
is able to give himself to others and love others in openness
and trust.

Love of self and trust in others are two inseparable

psychological realities, because mistrust of others is basically
only mistrust and insecurity of one self.

This is why the writer

of this paper is convinced that group activ1ties 1n the school
setting for students and teachers have a very important role to
play in the growing process of the constellation of individuals
that gravitate around the school.

earl Rogers puts it this waya

••• in my judgement the warm, subjective; human
encounter of two persons is more efteotive'1n
facilitating change, than is the most precise set
of techniques grow1ng gut of learning theory or
operant conditioning. 4
Ex1stent1al1sm is not a •systematic" philosophy.

This

48carl R. Rogers, "Two Divergent Trends," Existential
Psychology,ed., Rollo May, (New Yorka Random House, 1961) p. 93.

J8
is why it does not communicate to education a set ot rules to be
mastered or a set of doctrines to be memorized,. but rather a
spirit or attitude that would pervade the whole educational enter·
prise.

Existentialism, emphasizes upon the strictly human.

neoessaril~

The

subjective nature of existence suggests a high re-

gard for the individual.

The entire emphasis on authentic human

existence and the realization ot what it offers to each individual in his existential situations, has made guidance counselors
and educators keenly alert to experiment with the many fruitful
insights or this philosophy.
Ex1stent1al1sm reminds us of the need to educate individuals who will be honest and bold enough to shake off the yoke
of hypocrisy, uncritical passivity and tl1nd conformity, by daring to be themselves.

There is a need of outside help to devel-

op one's internal and subjective possibilities.

This can be

accomplished in the school setting, and the school setting can
be improved by the organization

or

each person to become more himself.

group encounters that help
Many persons who have become

aware of their unauthentic existences have acquired from the
groups a deeper insight upon themselves and a better relationship with others.
That the 1ndiv1dua1 is the most important factor with
which education can be concerned, is a self-evident statement.
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Nevertheless, we have to accept the loss of personal identity
ths.t often occurs when persons get swallowed up in social and

educational systems.
oavid Riessman and

Books like I!!! Lonelz

I!!!

crowd

written by

or5an1zation !!!!:! by William H. Whyte,

give adequate testimony to this.49
Education can play a significant role in protecting and
promoting the privacy
be truly himself.

or

mind and the right or the individual to

Morris Van Cleve

write~:

The best policy tor the school is to awalten
individual boys and girls to the need to know themselves, to the need not be steam-rollered into
social. choices, and. 1 ultimately, to the need to
assert their own unique selves in a genuine way.
The real reason why they go to school is; not to
learn how to think about contemporary problems so
as better to solve them •• ,not to reform the human
race. Children go to school, ultimately, to r55d
out who they are and what a human life is for.
The problem of how to help the student to live authentically has to be of much concern to both faculty and students,
This is

why

a clear concept of man is essential,

For the eX1s-

tent1al1st teacher the problem is "How can I guide humans to
49nav1d Riessman et al., The Lone1y Crowd, (New Haven,
Yale University Press, 195'0T
w. H, Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man, (New Yorks
-----Simon & Schuster, 1956).
50Morris Van Cleve, Philoso~ and the .American School,
(Boston1 Houghton Mifflin co., !9o , P:-395':
Conn.a

,,..-__________________________________,
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choose to become self-determining agents in their thinking and
in their valuing, without asking them to give up the privacy
of their own self birth into being."51
2.

Two Approaches for the Student Development.

Two

maJor educational trends are especially viewed by the

existentialists as distorting a true concept ot man.
The first of these 1s Hegelian idealism, and Marxist
materialism.

Human history in these views was made by secret

rorees and laws that took no account or human freedom.

Man's

destiny was assumed to be determined by matter, by economic laws,
by the will of a vengeful God or by man's social functions.

Accordingly, man should exist for different reasonsa
the Ideal society, the leader.

the country,

Man exists according to these

theories, for any other cause but himself.

This concept invaded

the educational field.
The second trend was that of naturalism, developed 1n
the "sciences" seeking to objectify "man and things," to be able
51Arturo Fallico, "Ex1stent1al1sm and Education,"
Ed.uoat1onal Theory, 4, (1954), 171.
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to control, predict and master them.
nth

the machine.

Man is on the same level

William H. Whyte, whose book I!l! Organ1za-

!J.O!! Man, we mentioned, pretends that scientists with the same

techniques that have worked in the physical sciences, are going
to be able eventually to create an exact science of man.52
This is one big mistake of experimental psychology that has done
enough dam.age in the educational field.

This point-of-view does

not take into account that psychology fails to comprehend the
wholeness of man.

Learning certainly involves tension-reduc-

tion, but these terms certainly fail to represent the complexity

ot man, whose complicated psychic mechanisms transcend. those of
a guinea pig.
The two approaches related can fit into the "objective•
trend to the study of man.

By the "objective" trend, Carl Rogers

understands the system based simply on the operant conditioning
of the person.

"The problem is not different in kind from

Skinner's shaping of the behavior of h1s p1geons toward ping-pong
playing."53

Be adds that this whole trend has behind it the

weight of current attitudes in American psychology that seems to

52see Dorw1n Cartwright and Alvin Z&nder, Gdou2 D;ynamics.
Research and Theory, 3rd ed., (New York1 Harper an Row, i96SJ
p.

11.

-
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sa.Y, .. Away from the ph1losoph1 cal and the vague.

on towa..""d

the concrete, the operationally defined, the spee1f1e ••• ou.r

behaviors and our selves are nothing but objects .molded and
shaped by eond1t1or..1ng c1roumstances ••• The way to understand 1s

from the outs1de."S4
Logical and natural as this trend mS¥ be, suited as it
1s to the temper of our American culture, it 1s not the only
trend that 1s feasable and evident.

European philosophers tell

us that this is not an ad.equate explanation to the whole range
of human

p!:i.Gnomena.

Hogers wants to be in the group of' Hollo

Nay, Abraham i1laslow, and Gordon

w.

Allport.

earned with "the whole speetrun:

or

human beh.av1or •• that is more

We want to be con-

than the behavior of our lab,ratory an1~als."S5

Existentialism looks at man as endowed with the ability
to know, to Will, to act.

Man 1s capable of ever making h1mself-

he is always beeoming--by practical understand.1ne; acting and
reacting.

J.

Ex1stent1al1sm and the small Group

Man may choose to remain 1nd1fferent, undecided, inactive
.54rb1d,, p.

5.5Loo, c1t,

a7.

4J
"~!e

are our choices," says 8artre.

The role of the educator

would be to try to understand this complex 1nd1v1dual student.
The teacher is to help the student to chose at ii'hatever risks
and costs this

may

entail.

once the student has chosen, the

teacher ls expected to stand back and let him face all the consequences.

Fall1eo's words area

The object ot education 1s to make seemina men
uncomfortable With themselves, to 1rr1tate them out
of the lethargJ into wh1ch home, society, education,
rropaganda and history necessarily plunge them.
Fnucation is a kind ot violence that a man does flrst
ot all to himself, tor the health of his soul.
There 1s no substitute tor self-search in th&
edueat1on or man. And. no man can help another in
these fundamental matters except by denying him. pall, iat1ves and expedient n.ys of avoiding the genuine
encounter with nothingness which 1s existence itself.
The teacher is the rare person )mo knows how to
withhold and to expose the obnoxious medicaments,
and knows how to stand out of the way ot a healthy
existential or1s1s 1 gladly risking the temporary
resentment or hls stud.ents.50
!:::xistent1al1sm IJl83' be called a "philosophy of crisis,"
made to fit adequately in the critical situations that they have
to f'ace, 1t the students 'W&D.t to grow, mature and be themselves.
The genuine ed.uea.tor should not
blind followers.

'I/Tant

just 1m1 tators or

He knows that every 1nd1v1dual. 1s extremely

56rall1co, ·r~1stent1al1sm and Education,• p. 171.

-
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worthy and d1ff erent from any other person.

This is why the

true educator wants from his students the achievement of an
authentic mind.

If the common work of both, student and educa-

tor has been successful, the students will hold something to be
truo because they have convinced themselves that it is so.

They

will be free, self-moving and outgoing to people.

The existential approach to education would. not be Just
interested in arriving at general propos1t1ons.

The vital inter-

est would be to promote learning using the subjective experiences, values, and att1tUdes.

This way the lsarner, will be over-

coming fear and inhibitions for the

bette~

self-expression of

his own views in terms of truth, interest.of the person and of
mankind.

In order for this system to work, it is basically

necessary that the educator himself be
b1 t1ons.

fr~e

from his own 1nhi-

When the educators are really themselves and have con-

quered a deep self-realization of their own inner values, it
w1lll:e possible to prepare the youth for the challenges of life•
Nobody gives lib.at one does not have.

This 1s why it is

so important for the educators to have had some experience towards making them, as a group, more known to themselves, their
o~m

values and poss1b111t1es.

So many people are unaware of

themselves and educators are no exception.

When this inner

security has been conquered, the educator will let the student

,....-______________________________

~
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be himself, because the teacher has also come to be himself,
after a painful process he understands that the student will
also reach what he has reached before h1m.
The educator 1s expected to have gone b1mself through a
long process of ego enhancement,

He 1s supposed long ago to

have given up being good out of fear or in order to keep his
parents' love,
so.

He must be good because he made tr 0
1

Fear has been replaced by courage.

n:1ci,~0

to be

This is a life worth

living,

The educator will avoid the weakness of leading the student in the teac her•s way,

All this 1s hard to relate to any-

one who has not gone through this life-experience.

And life it-

self is, in many instances, unexplainable.
It is evident that existentialism does not pretend to

set

\lP

~qnnot

an absolutely new system of values in educatior...
ignore the past if we want to succeed in the

Existentialism is at'19.re of the technical adva.nceo

We

f~ture,

in programmed

1nstruet1on, specialized personnel, theories of transfer and
purposeful learning.

We have to realize that we are dwarfs

mounted on the shoulders of scientific giants who preceded us.
If we see more than they did, it is mainly bece.use we stand on
their shoulders.

~-------------------------------------,
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Abraham Ma.slow explaining growth in self-actualization
psychology says that the balance between spontaneity and con-·
trol varies as the health of the psyche and the health of the

world vary.

Pure spontaneity, he says, is no longer possible

because we live in a world which runs by its own non-psychic
laws.

Pure control is not permanently possible, for then the

psyche dies.

Education, he affirms, must be directt;d both to-

ward cultivation of controls and cultivation of spontaneity and
expression.

In our culture and at this point 1n history it is

necessary to redress the balance in favor of spontaneity, the
ability to be expressive, to control, to be creative.57

It is absolutely necessary for the school to have a
calendar, examinations, discipline, tests, regulations.
the school has to do more than just that.
a teacher had nothing eJ.se to C::.o

b~s1de

But

"I cannot suppose that

'"f',tti11g a paragr·e,:)h

for the student to learn everyday and recite it the next day
by rote."58

Behind the school stz·ucture there has t.~ ,,..,. "

definite pursuit of valuesr and the chief goal has to be the
knowledge and self-actualization of man.

':!:'he existentialist

approach to education would pref er to see the school become

57see Maslow, Toward .! Psychology ,g! Be1ng 1 p, 198.
58s. Kierkegaard, Conclud1n& Unscientific Fostcript,

translated by Da.vid Swenson, (Pr!nceton1
Press, 1944) P• 53.

Princeton University

,,....______________________________,
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more student centered than SlUJject-matter or teacher centered.
The f;OC:.1 is to foster new relationsh1.ps of mutual acceptance of

students and staf'f.

It is true that man is a mystery and this

mystery confuses us in adolescence with 1ts patognomic man!.festation3. 59

This is why the educator is ali;rays 111-at-ease
trying to "engage himself' in this encounter." 60

There seems to be a striking increase in in1b11c concern
about the schools as instruments of intellectual excellence.
Most of

t~is

concern is centered around a conception of "achieve-

ment" which involves the mastery of "subject-matter," that seems
to be anything external to the day-to-day life of the student.
Adults are spending in today's wo:rld large amounts of
money and time trying to understand •human relations• in their
work.

But the students are forbidden such learning because it

is not "subject matter," because such a thing 1s not "supposed"
to be 1n

t~e

traditional curriculum.

But the tsacher•s job 1s

to bring together, via the processes going on in the classroom
group, the externally given subject matter and the unique needs

59see Peter Blos, on Adolescence. A Ps,choa.na.l~tic
Interpretation, (New York1--The Free Press,-196 ) p. 1S •
60see Gabriel Marcel, Du Refus a L•nvocat1on, (Parisi
Gal11mard, 1940), p. 49.
--
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of each learner.

Many times "the student's 'here-and-now' task

as classroom approach goes forward, 1s, to please, or at least,

not to displease the teacher.

And the teacher is pleased mainly

when the student manages to invest himself with some intensity
1n the 'there-and-then• of subject matter.

Neither teacher nor

student spends much time, officially discussing the interpersonal
here-and-now.

This is why the T-Group is described by partici-

pants as being "l1ke nothing I ever saw before."61
Some existentialists have been defensive against group
processes for education and mass procedures.

Jaspers says that

"mass diffusion of knowledge, •• in the cultural chaos that now
exists, s1gn1f1es nothing. 62
11

Existentialism is so much concerned ab<>ut the 1nd1v1du3.l
and his authenticity, that the system 1s wary of any social
groups, forces, allegiances which endanger human liberty.

Among

the informal social age11cics of education, the ex1stent1a11sts
have been most critical of mass media.

"Technical progress 1n

recent years has favored the manipulation of opinion; in particular we emphasize the prodigious part played by the rad.10."63
61Leland Bradfon\ et aJ., 'I -Group Theorz ~ Laboratory
Method, (New Yorka 1'71ley, 196.5), p. 435.
62Karl Jaspers, ~ !!! ~ Modern Age, trans. by .Ed.en
and Cedar Paul, (Londona Routledge, 1951> p. 135.
6JG. Marcel, Man Ae;ainst Mass Societ~, trans. by G.
Frasser, (Ch1cago1 Henry Regnery-;-195~) p. J.
1

-SO!l'"3 of them go to the extreme, like Morr1s, when he
wr1tesa
If education means the selection and acquisition
of certain modes ot response over others, 1t seems
almost preposterous to be15ive that existentialists
could have schools at all.
Man tries to avoid loneliness for man's condit1on is
basically social,

It seems that existentialists have failed

somewhat to suggest concrete ways of bµ1ld1ng social organ1zat1ons and society of patterns designed to safeguard the 1nd.1v1dual freedom when

deal1~$

1n groups.

Thie is why the author

of this paper thinks that the encounters attempting to d.evelop
the whole person and his true freedom are so necessary to improve human relationships.
self, being alone.

One cannot effectively accept one-

The group seems to be a "cond.1t1o sine qua

non," the individual becomes self-eonso1ous of his inner worth
and poss1bil1t1es.

Such a group is basically structured, as

we will explain, on a great respect and concern tor the individual.

Each person is allowed. maybe for the first time, to

really be himself in front of the group.

The group answers with

a warm response and understanding.

Each person is fighting h1s

own struggle tor an authentic life,

This 1s why a group like

64Morr1s Van Cleve, "An overview of E:x1etential1sm and
Education," Educational Theory, 4 (1954), 257.

r-____
· --------.
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so
this will be promoting to the most the self-actual1zat1on of
the individual for the betterment of the connunity.

The strong

person has to be able to transcend the group when necessary.
yet he realizes that his strength has been actualized. by the
group.
It seems that consciously or not, the present school

system forces the individual student to conform to the group,
suffocating the development of personal traits and aptitudes.
This gives protection and security to individuals, especially

to those of weak personality.

Being an un-ind1v1dualized member

ot a group does not expose h1.rn to criticism or attack.

It gives

him the soe1al approval which is so vital in the pre-adolescence
and adolescence periods.

The student who always conforms in

one way or another tries to be out of trouble,

He actually m1ght

be out of trouble w1th his teachers and even with his peers.
His life-space, 1n Lew1n's words~5 1s so w1de that his own personality 1s nowhere.

His life in the future will most likely

have little influence because his personality
aff1rmat1on.

t~nores

self-

But are we sometimes protecting the established

65Lewin•s theory has been briefly explained in the third
chapter of this thesis.

-
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structures so much that we dare to kill the individual?

Do we

not rather have to protect the 1nd1v1dual, even if this means
some changes 1n the fixed structure? "The sabbath was made for
man, and not ms.n for the sabbath"6 6 The literal fixation to
the letter of the law is only a sign of insecurity,
the spirit of the law sets us free,

And only

"Truth shall make you

free. 06 7 Youth rejects &Jl1' 1mpos1t1on that is not based on
truth.

So many precious talents of young people are lost for

good causes because they do not accept falsehood,

In many schools

he 1s considt;red to be the best student who is the most quiet
of all.

Is this the real W&Y to prepare leaders or are we kill-

ing 1n1tiat1ve9 just because they do not conform to the estab-

lished traditional. st1'U.ctures?

It is only in the practice of

taking risks and personal respor1sibil1 ty th.;:2-t one ca."1 grow.

The

1nd1v1dual has to leave the safety of h1s passive obedience,
test himself and expose himself to possible
means danger.

It is threatening.

from the authority figure.
trust in himself.

c~itioism.

This

There will be no protection

The only strength will be just his

Security is not sought any more in the super-

ior's command but within himself,

It will only be in the midst

of this situation that the person will be tree in psychoanalytical terms, from being fixated or even regressed to previous

66Mark 2a27.
67John 8132.
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stages.

Life is motion.

A:n:y

liv1ng creature has to move for-

w&rd in his developmental stages.

This is a struggle that implies

survival.
To grow is self-rewarding but one finds also in growing
many intrinsic pains.

Each step forward is a step into the un-

familiar, good and satisfying.
even a kind of

de~th

It frequently means a separation,

prior to rebirth, with the consequent

nostalgia, fear, loneliness and insecurity.

It also means often

giving up a simpler and easier life in exchange for a more demanding, more responsible and difficult one.

This is why growth

that requires courage, facing the risk, in the ind1v1dual, demands from the school setting protection, permission, encouragement and challenge,

And

only when the educator is atuned. to his

student 1n a deep understanding of the strenuous, painful,
wearing-out process of maturing.

Only then, the school will

truly be preparing the men and women of tomorrow.
There are J'l&l'l1' challenges that will help the student to
discover his true self and numerous hidden and unknown oapab111t1es.

But only racing the rlsk he will pull open the curtain

that keeps him unable to contemplate his own mystery.

Are we

protecting so much our students that we do not allow them. the
possibility tu grow?

would it not be rather that we are afraid

of them because we are afraid of ourselves and we think they

may

~~·------------------------·
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become more powe?ful and influential?

such an attitude pretty evidently shows a defense mechanism whose victims are the students.

That kind of an adult bas

not matured himself and thus does not want others to Brow and
self-actualize.
Allport writes to this pu.rposea

••• personality may be arrested 1n 1ts development.
Plenty of people, adult in years, have not suceessf'ully effected. these transformations. They suffer
from infantile guilt, rrg~ unresolved conflicts with
early authority figiires.
We have to understand that man no matter what his age

is, exists not as a complete being, but as one who is becoming,
as a "project.••

The task of the educator 1s to create a climate

that allows man to discover himself.

This new insight which can

only grow in an atmosphere of love and trust, will liberate the

person and set free the hidden forces of his 1nr1er self.
wr1 ter wants this po1rtt very clear:

The

coordinate w1 th this accep..

tance of the self 1s the assumption that the main path to health

and sel:f'-tultillment is via basic need grat1tication. rather
than via frustration.

But we have to be well aware of the
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reality that the complete absence of frustration, pain or danger
1s even more noxious to the psychic health.

•To be strong, a

person must acquire frustrat1on-tolerance."69

The writer wants

to stress again that motivated struggle is the healthiest 1f
not the only way to grow toward self-actual1zat1on.
In order to educate into self-integration, the educator
must bring h1s students closer to reality.

Possession of self

springs from 1ntegrat1on of reality, faced oourageoualy.

Reality

is more or less fr1ghten1Ilg 1 because any change disturbs us.
our students have to learn how to face reality and re-interpret
it them.selves in the ever changing lite-processes.

not a thing that can be grasped once forever.

Reality is

This is why I

affirm that reality and the human event at all his stagen, have
to be closely connected. and integrated for a healthier human
development.
pathogenic.
unoeasingl7.

To be human without a system or values is psychoWhat man needs and does not have, he seeks for
Within this tram.ework, our student's nature will

persist forever, pressing for actualization.

earl c.

Rogers explains this new methodology and affirms

that it has the capacity to move people, to make them more free,

more open-minded, more flexible.
69Maslow, Toward a Pszchologz g! Being, P• 200.

,..---------------------------------------------------------,
The importance ot this s7stem(:non-d1reot1ve) goes
beyond the olassro0111 and erterAs to every area where
human be1sss communicate ar.i.d try to live· with one
another.7
This big enterprise has to be real1zecl thrQugh an 1nt1-

mate personal relationship.

Pestal.ozz1. the warmhsarted Swiss

educator wrote in 18141
Hu.man kind. forms 1tself essentially not ,,n massa
but 1nd1v1dual1ter, troa tace to tace, from h~t
to heart, l*i th. , , M oonoern tor the 1nd1 v1dual. .., J.

John Dewey affirms that eduoat1on 1s a llonstant roo1._
gar1t~at1on

or reoonstruet1on

t:J'f'

exper1enoe 1 which ::id.d

s

to the

meaning of expe1•1•nce, and which increses abil1 ty to direct the

course

or

subsequent experiences,

E-:V11oa.tlon may be i')Oneei Yed. e1 ther ret:r·oepec·ti vel.y

or prospeot1vely. That ia to say, 1t may be treated
as process ot accommodating the tut1ire to the past,
or as a ut111zat1on of the past tcr a resource in a.
developing future ••• (The value ot ed:u.eatlon 11ee .1~
the 1.mportauce of 1ncr$1i\S111g) the meanirie, of the
things nth which we have s.etively to d.o at the
present time. The idea ot education advanced.. in

these chapters 1s formally summed up in the 1doa
wh.1ch 1s marked ott trom educatton as preparat1oh
for a remote tutu.re, as unf'olding, a.a external

1961l

par~ic

7

f• ~g~l~~~rf~ ~PM.m1ifte'.Wi88nAa (~~~~fttncltallfi~tin•
pant, pp. 297-304.
71Quoted by Reinhardt•

The Q!f!,tentl..fi\l~s1i !!.ftvo±!_, P• 227.

,,..-
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formation and as recap1tulat1on of the past.7 2
Samuel Tenenbaum contends that to fulfill Dewey's
ideals one has to become involved. with b1s whole selt, his very
person, his root drives, emotions, attitUdes and values.

Tenen-

baum makes these comments about the group exper1encea

No series of facts or arguments, no matter how
logically or brilliantly arranged~ can ever faintly
compare with that sort of thing.7.;>
'!'here are things that cannot be learned 1n books.

is one of them.

Life

And the group experience 1s essentially life

shared, with emotional processes at work, making shy persons
less shy and over-aggressive more considerate of others.

When

we see our own life reflected 1n others we finally start wonde~1ng

how foolishly we have lived.

I can say from m:y own ex-

perience, that practically everybody in these groups has learned
as a matter of fact, how lucky each one was.

They have started

to like themselves, accept themselves, love themselves.

Because

th1s has not been done before, they d1d not know how to love
others.

The human psyche works in such a way that the conscious-

ness of ourselves gives us the ability to perceive ourselves not

72John Dewey, Deaocracf, and ~ucat1ont An Introduction
to the PhilosoPbY 2t iiucatlin; (New ork 1 T e Macmillan Co. •

i95FP· 9J.

73Rogers, .Qn Becomi!lA ~ Person, p. J06.
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only 1u our own way but also 1n the way otl1ers see us.
enables us to have empathy with others.

'J.'hia ls the "magic

secret" that makes the group so etfect1ve.
goes along.

This

The group itself

Because the greatest demand of any ot its members,

whoever they may be, is to have personal identity.

This 1s

more important to an;v 1nd1V1dual than attention, prestige or
even love, because selt-1dent1ty comes prior to an.J' other personal reality.
person.

And to tult1ll these potent1al1t1es ls to be a

There is no end to this tultillmen.t.

Man has been ore-

nted to the image or God. 1 whom man is to develop 1n himself.
Real com.munlcation is the mean through which this selt-

fulf11l.:ment is aocompl1shed.

Rogers says that

the warm, aubJeot1ve human encounter ••• 1s more
efteot1ve ln tao111tat1ng change that is the most
precise set of techniques growing out of lea.rn111.g
theory or operant cond.1 t1on1ng. ·1q
s·pea1i:1ng about thls inter.personal relationship Rogers
~ff1rm.s

that when

someo~e

understands how 1t feels and seems to

'be oneself Without being analyzed or Judged. the person can
blossom and

;:_:r:;;11·1

in that climate. 75

74aogers, "Two Divergent Trends", P• 9J.

75see Carl Rogers, "The Interpersonal Rela.t1onsb1p.The Core or GU1dance,• GJ!1~ an Exa.m1na~Mn· eds. Mosher,
Csrle, Kehas, (New York• .
urt, Brace a
world In., 1965)
p. 54 and following,

~

~--------------------------------------------------------,
j ..J

More than many tests of objective value, the real human
encounter is most inspiring and fulfillment in itself.

Tests

are helpful and sometimes necessary, but the mystery of man can
only be approached 1n a sound human encounter at the existential level.

Rogers has 1n1t1ated a

psycho-therapeutic1 procedure that in some a.spe()ts can helJ.> the ed11oat1onal parposes.76
Rollo May aff1nr.s that the technical dogma protects the psycho11

logist not only f:rom his own anxiety, but also from unde::rstand-

ing the patient.

"Thay block him off

fr~m

the full presence in

the encounter wh.lch iu essential to understand.ing what is go1r.i.g

on.u77

Rogers statec that the strictly objective upproach--non-

human1stic,

imper~onal•

rationally based on

learning and operant eondi tion:.r..g,

kn~wledge

of animal

ul t1m.ately in a
mechanical situation l::istead of a hiliaan encounter.7 8
e11ds ·up

Abr£them Maslow· affirms that this encounter requires a

personal integrity, self-awareness and self-control on the
counselor's part.79

The "peak• experiences are integrative of

76see Harry Bone, •Personality Theory," American Handbook
of Pslchiatry, Vol. I, ed, s. Arietti, (New York1 ' Basic Books,

!959).

p.

97.

77May, "The Emergence of Existential .Psychology," p. 28.
78Rogers, "Two Divergent 1'rends," p. 92-yJ.
79.-\.braham H, ?!"~slow, "Fusions of Facts and. Values, ..
American Journal g! Pslchoanal1s1s, 33 (1963) 117.

~-----------------------,
-the spl:tts within the pe:t"son, between perDo:ns, within the world
and between the person and the world.
are moves toward integration.

"Peak experiences"

In peak experiences, time dis-

appears, hopes are fulfilled, and they themselves make life worth
i1v1ng. 80
Marcel, Heidegger and J'aspers agree on the depersonal1zat1on of man and the lack of commun1cat1on, both of. which reflect a lack

or

,.ntegr1 ty of man 1n himself and w1 th others.

Man's integration will be possible by sharing, which denotes
the actuality of human rapports as revealed 1n the reality of
"myself,• of the "thou," of the "other" and of the "Absolute
Thou" of God. 81

Man's approach to God as an absolute Presence, takes the
form of' worship.

In this relation between God and Man, Marcel

finds profound interpersonal bo·Wlds which transform. the being
into his ac'i;ualization.

Participation is uot an acc:>m.pl1shed

fact, but a definite will to participate.
a wa.yfarer.82

This is why man 1s

Unlike Sartre, Ma.reel will not place the emphasis

80see Maslow, Iowa.rd !. FsycholoCQ' .2!. Being, p. 210 and
following.
8lsee Reinhardt, I!:!! E!\stent1al\st Revolt, P• 219.
82Gabr1el Marcel, Homo ir1a.tor, (Pa.r1st Aubier, 1944).

----
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efit1.,ri that is just to be myself w1111ns to relate With others
and with God.

M~"l,

1 t 1s true, ex:per1 cnces 1oneliness, but man

a.a such 1s built up on these relations

ness,

pess1~.J.sm

or

ex1stent1al1sm is en,_1ghted by f'ai th and life,

shad.owed by despair and death.

an1 ty umeratood death not as the

little event Within eternal Ute.
in

dea~h

on lone11 ..

and death in Sartre's m1nd.

,~'.·tr1st1an

1nste.cld

r~1ther tM.'>l

l~st

Th1s 1s why Chr1st1-

thing of all, but as a

Ghr1st1e.n1ty understood that

is more hope than 1n a merolf prosperous human lite.

Ann·aty 1s experienced by M7 healt:tq human being that

tries to live.

such a tension or l1V1.ng, when

shared 1n a

Christian group encounter, makes lite worth 11v1ng 1 and lite

itself becomes joy shared with my fellow men.
we Will conclude this chapter with these

TWrds

of

Kierkegaard, reflecting the hope ot a tulf'illment 1n God, that
Ultimately

ha~

tQ be the goal Of a true

~1L~istia.n

edUe&t1on.

The seli' 1s the oonsc1ou.s synthesis of 1nf1n1·
tude and f1n1tude which relates itself to 1tselt,
whose task 1s to become 1tself 1 a task which can be
performed only by muns •lf a relat1onsh1p to God. • 3

~.·~·--------------------------~
-CHAJ?Trm III
:, tlISTOlUCAL RB.VIEW I

or~

.FHOM 1I1HE S'HIDX

SOCIETX

TO THE STUDY OF THE SMALL GROUP
l.

Studies on Man as a. Social Animal.

Man is a social animal.

In order to understand what

happens to the human being, we have to examine carefully, not
only the isolated 1nd1v1daal but also the uays 1n W:11oh each

person functions in the different groups.

Han has neoessar1ly

to relate to h1s fellow men in one way or another.

Much

or

the

human welfare or unsettledness in the world stemr: t:rom the relat1onships e.mong men.
'l'he history of' mankind has been deeply atf ected by 1nd1 v-

i duals.

But it is also evident that those 1nd1v1duals were deep..

ly affected by their respective groups.
g:rou.p

The

1ntluen~e

is basic 1n the individual's everyday lite.

of the

The more we

know about these groups the bettor we shall be able to understa.rd

men and their lite, both as individuals and as members of a
group.

This group can be the family, the society, the country

of the human race.
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'l"he old sq1ng •mow thysel.1°"84 baa always been a

baste source ot any 1mproTed bwaan relat1o:nsh1p.

one ot the

main tasks ot people 1n the world 1s to relate better with
others.

I'eople have to be able to share with people Jo1 and

sorrow, conf'liot a.nd. tenslon. work and pra.J'e.r.

Hen and women

nave to learn how to be wlth people contented.17 or to be
hapP117 alone, to lead or to tollow.

Feople have to learn how

to reall.J' belong to the hmaa.n race.

This Pft01sel.7 woul4 be one

ot the most important tasks 1n a school sett1l'lg aa I Will explain late%' on.

Better relationships between teach•ra and. stu-

dents and among stUdents themselves will latproTe the relat1onsh1p& in the tutu.re soc1et)".

It the bo7s ot tod&7 learn bow to

relate better with those around

1mproTe otl.1" 1nstltut1ons.

th••

the men of tomorrow w1ll

The whole welfare or mankind will

benefit from better relat1onsh1ps among people.

Maey people 1n our modern world cluster 1nto relat1vel.7
small groups to sat1st1 their bas1o human need.a.

The modern man

spends much time gett1ng together in groups. pla.nntn.s. working,
educating• relaxing.

It ls sad to think that much ot this work

1s focused toward destru.ctlon rather than laproTement of the
84'.rhe ad.Jaon1t1on ot the oracle ot Apollo at Delphi.
Th1s 8&11ng has also been attributed to Thales, Solon, ?ithagoras and Socrates. aa a basic truth tor a aou.nd 11vin&. see
l~tfii;lt it5;to~,.. Ph£ase and la'b~I• (l~ew Iorkt Harper and

--

6J

human race.

It 1s necessary to know as much as possible about

the nature in which groups form,

to improve hwnan

tunc~1on

and dissolve, 1n order

be~av1or.

Intellectual aot1v1t1es or thoughttul :people have been
interested in acquiring knowledge about the nature ot Sl'Otlps and
the psychological forces assoc1ated with them.
A

sound education 1s not possible without dependable

answers to a host ot questions concerning the operation ot groups,
how 1nd1v1duals relate to groups and how small groups relate to
larger communities.

There are aertain conditions under which

groups torm and operate better.

There are also certain factors

that foster the decline and disintegration of groups.

Some

groups exert powerful influence over the members, while others
exert little or none.

The relations between groups and the

character1st1os of the 1nd1V1duals as influencing and being influenced by groups are some of the important issues to be studied
1n this work as a small contribution tor the deeper understanding

of our students.
The earliest writings on groups contain some general
principles about the nature ot groups and the relations between
1nd.1viduals and groups and how to manage the group.

During the

period from the sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries there

-as created 1n Europe an impressive literature dealing with the

nature ot man and his place in society.
It is interesting to note that the somber, ungrateful,

self-centered personality of Auguste Compte, was deeply 1xiterested in human relations.

He is the father of modern sociology and

his writings made people think what to do about studying

~oc1ety

ror the better understanding of peoples and the improvement of
interpersonal relationships.

Even though he maintains such

"philosophical truths* as "we know the whole better than the
parts," 85 his extensive treatment of positivism 1n l8JO provided a major advance in the examination of basic assumptions
about the possibility of subjecting the phenomena of the hum.an
group to scientific 1nvest1gat1on.
The philosophical »e>int-of-view on man•s nature presents
a spectrum of opinions 1n man's enlightening ideas,

A slogan

attributed to Durkheim, reflects the extreme approach1

"every

time a social phenomenon, we may be sure that the explanation
is talse •• 86

The other extreme pos1t1on is held by White in

85see Nicholas s. T1masheff, Sociolo5ical Theorz--Its
Nature and Growth, (New Yorks Random House, 1§64) p, 281.86Quoted by cartwr1ght and Zander, GrOUR Dlnam1cs,
(New Yorkt Harper and Row, 1968) p. 11.

--- -
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his "organization man. • 87

White promises that :d. th the same

techniques used effectively in the physical sciences, we can
eventually create an exact science of man.

The wrltar maintains

with increased eonv1neement along the time, that the individual.
is unexplainable, like Aristotle said.

Consequently different

traits are to be found in each individual.

It does not seem

feasible there will ever be such a device that would fit as an
outside measure for the ever-changing, unique, becoming 1nd1v1dual.

2. Modern Studies on Sooiety1
Triplett and o~hers.

Compte, Le Bon, Freud,

Until the end ot last century, psychology had not been
concerned speeif1eally with the behavior of groups.

Le Bon analyzes the transient group form.ation.88
focuses into the stable organizations.89

Gustave

McDougall

Trotter studies the

psychological tasis of Aristotle's zoon politikon,9° and

87w. B. Whtte, Jr., II!! Orsan1zat1on ~· (New Yorka
Simon and Schuster, 1956).
88austave Le Bon, The Crowd, (London• T. Fisher Unw1.n,
1917). Th1s book was originally published 1n Paris 1n 1895 under
the title Psrcholos1e des PouJ.es and it was a baslc source tor
Freud• s book Grouf P8rjil2ff !!!1, the Al'lalr§1s .2£ !!!! .152., in
!!!!. Standard. i\!§ on, Vo • , p. W-'143.
89w. McDougall! In! Grou:p Mind, (New Yorka G. P. Pu.tnam• s sons, Inc., 1920J.
---(Londona

90w. Trotter, Instincts ot the Herd ln Peace and war,
1916).
-----
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s1gmund Freud studies the Group Pszchologz

~

!!'.!! Analysis !2!_

the 1!2•91 The psyohoanalyt1cal theory focused upon motivation.--al and defensive prooessos within the 1nd1vidual, was extended
by Freud himself to group psychotherapy.92

nie establishment of the first psyoholog1eal laboratory in Le1pz1g in 1879, motivated experimentation, hypothesis
and generalizations that related almost exclusively with the

individual.

In 1879, however, Norman Triplett initiated the

first experimental 1nvest1gat1on ot social influences on the
individual pertormanee.93
Triplett studied carefully byc1cle races and came to
the conclusion that a rider's speed was s1gn1f1eantly increased
when he was paced than when he was unpaeed.

His data showed that

the presence ot another contestant served to liberate latent

9lsigmund Freud,

~ ~. The Standard lf.4.1

92see

w.

irup VoPsfcholoQ
and the Analis1s .2!
• is. p.67-m.
on,

Bromberg, •Evolution of Group Psychotherapy,"
10 (1957), 11-1131 s. R. Slavson, "Freud's

Gro~p Ps{ehothera~z.

on ribu ions to roup Psychotherap~, .. ;tnternat&onal Journal of
Grouf Ps1ehotherap1, 6 (1965) 349-3571 B)man Spotiiltz, T6e Couch
he Circ!e1 A ~ of Grou~ PszchotheraJ2l, (New Yorks

Knopf,l§l;I)t A. Wo~E. K. Schwartz, "Psychoanalysis in
Groups, a Creative Process," American Journal 52.f.. Ps1cho~sis,
24 (1964) 46-591 Josephine Klein, 'Mie stii(\j .2!--clroues, ~on1
Routledge and Kegan, 1965).
9.3see Norman Triplett, "The Dynamogen1o Factors in Pacemak1ng and compet1t1on,"Amer1c;an Journal ,2! Pszcholqsz, 9 (1897)

507.533.

energy not ord1nar1ly available.

Tr1plett•s investigations

confirmed the hypotheses that an awareness of the presence or
absence

or

formance.

other human beings 1s an important :factor 1n perA solitary individual and the same person in a group

can be said to be two d1t:f'erent psychological structures.
In the first decade of the century, the Germans.
August Mayer, Ems Meumann and

w.

Moede showed that the per-

formance of healthy pupils in groups was superior to their work
as isolates.

Those who preferred sol1 ta,ty work were children

who were somewhat malSM:J.Justed.

F. H. A1lport stud.1-ed the effects

of the group on oogn1t1ve behavior and concluded that the individuals produced more quantities in group than alone1 but the
best quality and more original thought was p1"0dueed in sol1tude~ 4

3.

Kurt Lewin and the Field Theory

The most 1ntluent1al work in the emerging study of
group dynamics was that one performed by Kurt Lewin, R. Lippitt
and

w.

F. White. 95

From 1937 until 1940 they investigated the

group processes and styles of leadership.

Leadership became

94see F. H. Allport, "The Influence of the Group upon

Association and Thought," Jowmel
(1920) 1.59-182.

w.

2!.

Exif!r1mental Psfchologz 3

Allpc.rt, "The Gen1 us of Kurt Lewin, 11
The Person in Ps1ehologzt Selected Essa.ya. (Bostons Beacon
'Press, 1968T°"p. J26-J5s.
95see Gordo11

,,,--·

--------------------------------------------------------------------,
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one of the most important factors to be considered in the whole
'I'he influences upon the gr•,UP a.s a Whole and upon

dyne.mi cs.

individuals in the group were carefully studied.

Groups of ten

and eleven-year-old children were formed to meet regularly for
several weeks un.der the leadership of an adult who induced the
different group atmospheres,

Groups were as

s1~1la.r

as possible.

Three types ot leadership were investigated in the experimental manipulation of children groups under adult

plan..~ed

leadersh1pa

The

democratic, autocratic and laissezfaire.

effects produced 1n the group m.em.bera were interesting,

Auto-

cratic groups seemed to produce a certain atmosphere of seapecoat1ng,

Aggressiveness appeared as a constant 1n different

levels 1n most groups.

This aggressiveness changed when new

group levels were approached.

Violent emotional. explosions

took place when groups under autocratic leadership were given a
more permissive leader.

Kurt Lewin was the first one to use the term"group
dynamics" when he wrote about his research abou.t group processes
and

lead.ersh1p and its various impacts on the different groups.

He said that his purpose

was not to duplicate arq given autocracy or dem.oeraoy or to study an "ideal" autocrae7 or demooraey,

but to create set-ups wh1eh would g1Ke 1nslght
into the underlying group dynamics.9
Kurt Lewin believed that it was possible to construct
coherent theory about the nature

or

gro~p

a

life that would 1m-

prove f!un1ly 11fe, work groups, school, committees, m111tary
uni ts a.nd commun1 tles ln general.

He says that leadership,

status, commun1cat1ons, social norms, group atmosphere and intergroup relat1onsh1ps are some or the bas1o problems to uncterstand

the nature Qf group dynamics.

Be and hls associates conducted

several laboratory experiments designed to compare the effects

or tear and trustratlon as organized versus unorganized. groups.97
He investigated whether the actual behavlor of leaders of youth
groups

c<~uld

be .mod.1f1ed through training.

Le1.dn the 1deas known toda7 as

"~oup

related to 1ndustr1al production..

Bavelas suggested to

decision."

'rhis was later

Favela.a also arttf 1c1ally

controlled who in. the group could. send 1ntorm.at1on to whom and

tested the effects ot sueh eommcn1cat1on networks on group
group efficiency and sat1staet1on.98

96Kurt Lewin, Res21V1!).g Social Conflicts, (New Yorka

1948) p. 74.
97see A. Bavelas, "Morale and Training or Leaders'',
G. Watsc>n, ed., Cirtlian Mople, (Boston• Houghton l-A1ffl1n,l942
Harp~r,

98.Ale:r Bs,velas, "Comm11n1cat1on Patterns 1n 'I'ask-or1ented
Groups," Journa1 gl., !!!! ~oc!JJt1Fu} ~ .2£. A.mer1ca 9 22 (1950)

p. 72;. For a 0II'ow-throug1 au y~ld J. Leavitt,
Some Ef'feota in Certain Communication Patterns on Grottp Performance," Jourfl!! .2! !bnormal !llS!. social Ps1qho);ogz, 46 (1951)
0
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Margaret M'ead interested Lewin. in studying problems related to

wartime shortages and this made Radke and. others to conduct
experiments on

~oup

de.cislon as a me:.\ns of changing food

e;;

habits."''

LeTin's work on group dynamics started to be published
in the late twenties and when he settled in the United States,
he found more fac111t1es to apply his theoretical concepts to

group behavior and put them 1n laboratory testing.
attracted a generation of scientists.

Kurt Lewin

Festinger, Schachter and

Bach tested the effects of groups cohesion upon pressure to
conform to group norms. 100 A predom~nant of research has been

from Lewin's studies.

The question of the group's effect upon

the single member and later the effects of eauh member on the
process of the group.

Balea presents a theory of group 1nter-

act1on. l01 Problems such as how to adapt the group to the

99see Kurt Lew1n, "Forces Behind Food Habits and Methods
of Change," Bulletin of the NationaJ. Research Council, 108 (l94J)
35-65. M. Radke and D':" Kl1surich, "Experiments in Changing Food
Habits," Journal of the American Dietetics Assn., 23 (1947) 40J-

409.

-- ---

lOOsee Leon Fest1nger, Stanley Schacter and Kurt Bach,
Special Pressure !!! Informal GrouI,?st, fl Study of Human Factors
!!! Housing, (New Yorks Harper, 1950).
lOlRobert I". Bales, _Interaction I-roctJss Anallsisa !
Method for the Studz of ~ma'=.,! Groups, tBeadlng, Massa AddisonWesiey, ""'!950).
• -

'

1

I

realities of the 1ro.med1ate si tu2t1or1, ho-r1 to accomplish the
grc,up• s goal, how to hold the group together, how to satisfy the

:nembers ne.-ed2 were 1:n the f.orefront.

Burrow studied the self-

analytic group, 102 1n order to better understand group dynamics
by

exploring the processes within the grotip.

He presents a ra-

tionale for group therapy and affirms that emotional d1sot·ders
are due to unresolved problems occurred 1n a network of inter-

personal relations.
are

help~~

It has been confirmed that certain patients

better when 1nteract1ng with a variety of persons.

For some of them the traditional one-to-one doctor-patient rel~t1onsh1p

is less helpful, whereas for others the grou.p is too

hard 'co :fs.ee.

In the psychoanalytic experience, this writer has found
that generally speaking pre-psychotic patients, strangely enough,
~~'''?!

helped immensely 1n the group atmosphere.

Por some of them,

the analytic couch, arouses a deep sense of loneliness before
the

••J_u:~ ~e

e.nalyst" and in quite a few instances the couch pre-

c1p1tates psychotic des1ntegration,

Freud himself is concerned.

with the "ceremonial of getting the patient t(:> lie on a sofa,

while he sits behind him out of his s1ght."lOJ

The general

102Tr1gant L. Burrow, "l'he GroLip Ke·i;nod of Anal7sis,"

rs:tchoanalfsis Hev1ew, 14

(1~24)

268-280,

lOJs1gm.und Freud, "On Beginning the 'l'reatm.ent," Ih!_
Standard Edition, Vol. 12, p. lJJ,
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practice ot "orthodox psychoanalysis" keeps today this •ceremo?l1"
as a matter of "integrity• 1n the psychoanalytic treatment.
Ma.DY

people, even psychoanalysts, affirm that there is no psy-

choanalysis without the sofa.

They seem to give a magic strength

to the couch and some ot them seem atra1d to race their patients.

Nevertheless 1t is true that there are certain advantages in
the position Freud suggests.

But more than the rules, the

individual is important and each case should be treated
accordingly.
Semrad, at Harvard University, conducted seminars wherein medical students and social scientists met together, observed their own interaction and interpreted to each other what
the group was doing.104
The Field Theory as applied to small groups 1s attributed to Kurt Lewin. 10 5 Lewin studied the individual and the
group from a phenomenological position, that is to say, he was
more interested in what the 1nd1v1dual, not what the observer
perceived.

Leadership was another aspect of his research.

his most important contribution as the field theory.

But

Lewin

104Elv1n v. Semrad and John Arsenlan, "The Use ot Group
Dynamics,• American Journal .2! Pszoh1atr1, 50 (1951) 358-363.
105Kurt Lewin, "Frontiers of Group D)'Jl8Dlics," Human
Relations, l (1947) 5-41, l4J-1SJ.

affirms that every 1nd1v1dual has not only a physical space
but also a field .2!

.!!:!! psycholcgieal space by which he is

surrounded, within which he moves and achieves h1s-goals,

If

the life space ot the individual is too limited, his "barriers"
could even suffocate the person.

On the contrary, 1t his

"barriers• are too tar apart the 1nd1v1dua.l would somewhat lose
his personal identity,
without

8.l1f

Af17one could walk into h1s lite space

interference.

In other words, h1s life space would

be a "nobody's land,• what eventually would make the individual
nobody for himself, unaware

or

himself, if these barriers are

too tight, the individual would be isolated because his lite
space would be so narrow that nobody but himself would be able
to exist in that field,

This narrow set of barriers would

eventually put the 1nd1v1dual in isolation and loneliness.
p~rt1cular

This

ex1stent1al situation is referred to 1n the chapter

on ex1stent1al1sm.
The field theo::rz 1s applied to groups, The group also
has its own life space, 106 "loeomotes• in pursuit ot its own
goals, encounters barriers in this process.

The field theories

106J:lav1nghurat presents his approach to the concept of
lite space and the 1.mportance ot the social environment 1n the
Clevelopment or the child's social life span, See Robert Bavighurst and Bernice L, Neugarten, Soc1etz: and Education, third
edition, (Boston• Allyn and Bacon, Ino.;-I966J p, 139 and follo

1ng.

~--------------------1ntroduced concepts to understand better the group 11te1
rules governing the behavior

or

the memberss roles1

eqrms1

such as

leader, follower, parasite, clown, publ1c-relat1ona 1nt11v1dualt
ER""'"-:~ and

1ntluenee over each other ot the members ot the group 1

cohas1on or togetherness that growa as long as the group growst
-1nteraot1on
or commun1catlon1 oonsel!!us, regarding agreement on
goals, norms, roles and other aspects ot the group process.
Field Theorists are espec1all)t concerned with cohesion
as an important variable tor increasing or decreasing the
group's product1v1ty, the agreement on goals and understanding,
sat1stact1on, 1ntluence, pride ot being members ot a group,
ab111ty to taoe cr1s1s.

A key 1nd1cator ot group cohesion 1s

the way 1n which the group makes a dec1s1on.
by

Deo1s1ons made

unanimity when members are willing to express agreement,

indicate high cohesion 1n the group.

Dec1s1ons made

by acqu.ies-

enee to the leader or to the ma.Jority vote would 1nd1oate a low
cohes1on. 107
Robert P. Bales108 had a considerable impact on the

107see Kurt Lew1n 1 "Group Decision and social Change,n
Read&Dfs !B §,&al
T. M. Newcomb am E. L. Bartley,
e<ts., new Yor. • Hor
•P8D7• 1947).
108aobert F. Bales, ~ntemctfin 'f.2cea1 AnalYs1s,
(cambr1dge, Mass.a Ad41son-wesley, 930~ see Ro6ert F.
Bales, "How People Interact 1n Conference," Sc1tnt1t1c Amer1can,
CXCII (1955) 11-JS.

PsfofS:R•,
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study of groups.

Bales proposes an observational scheme

th~t

gives to his interaction Rrocess analysis (IPA) a great usefulness.

Bales considers four main problems in the groups'

adaption of factors outside the groups instrumental control in
performing the task reaching decis1onsr expression of feelings
and integration or sense of belonging, so important 1n the performance of the group.

The most important task accomplished by

Lewin was to synthetize theory and practice, making it possible
to understand the 1nd1V1dual as well as the group.

Lewin's

d.1st1nct1on between the Aristotelian notion of substance and the
Galilean concept of tunct1onl09 connected group psychology
w1th mathematical procedures, necessary to draw general conelusions in his experimental theory.

After Lewin, it became

clear that the group is a dynamic entity, operating as a whole
with interdependent parts and cooperation ot individuals toward
a common goal, agreed upon collect1vel7.

Through concerted

effort man can attain goals which he cannot reach in 1solationt10
George G. Homans differs from the previous authors in his major
assumption and purpose•

he tries to be as close as possible to

l09see Kurt Lewin, ·A D1nam10 Theory !2!. Per1onal1 ~~·
Selected Papers, (New Iork1 -MeGraw-lili! Book-Company, 193 ),
Chapter I, "T6e Contl1ot between Aristotelian and Gal111an Modes
of Thought 1n Contemporary Psychology," p. 1-4;.
llOGeo~ge

court, 1950).

c.

Homans, 1!!!, Human group, (New Yorka

Har-

man's everyday lite.

Whereas, Lew1n•s theory 1s more useful

as a perspective with which to approach the analysis of a group,

Bales• interaction Erocess analysis (IPA) provides a scheme for
the analysis of the behavior of members ot a group.

Hom.an's

system presents a device to synthesise the findings of stUd.1es
1n small groups.

4.

Jacob L. Moreno and Sociometry

An important contr1but1on in the field of

gro~P

d1Jl&Dl1cs

is' the work of Jacob L. Moreno, the father of modern sooio-

metry. lll Soo1ometr1c tests, in which Moreno was the pioneer,
played an important role in group dynamics and were used as well
as playground observations, teachers• interviews and school
records. 112

Moreno analyzes and describes group behavior and.

introduces "sociometry• as the technique for measuring the
attraction-repulsion dimension 1n human relationships.
ing the •who chooses whom• members

or

Follow-

the group report how they

feel about other members, whom they like, whom they dislike,
with whom they would like or not like to be associated to perform a task.

This device refers the d1mens1on of the emotional

lllsee J. L. More~~'- "Sociometry and the CUltural Order,•
soc1ometrz, 6 (1943) 299•J"l"'I'•
ll2see J. L. Morero, Who Shall Survive, (Washington,
n. c.1 Nervous and Mental Diseases Publishing Co., 19.34).
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relations among members and provides a schematic picture to
compare the different patterns o!' relationships among members
of a group.

The oonoapts of leadership and 1solat1on have also
been studied by Jennings, who has beon aasoo1ated with Moreno. 11
Moreno has also used "role-plqing• 1n h1a "psyohodr~1:ns." technique, ve?"J' closely associated with group ps7chotherap7.114
The 1ndlv1duals express spontaneously their emotional contl1cts.
Their real-lite situations are represented 1n the group.

The

perf"ormers are being aided by "aux111a:t7•egos,• who represent
1mportant persons in each 1nd1v1dual's lite and help them to
externalize their inner tee11nge, host111t1es and tears.

This

way they are supposed to see more objectively the1r problems and
resolve them adequateJ.7.

Moreno with the help ot h1a wtte,

conducts his own private 1nst1tute 1n Beacon, New York and his
system hae been spread rather extensively.

L1ke arq other kind

ot group tberap7, this one would be ver.v suocesstul in veey

expert hands, but very dangerous 1n unexperienced ones.
attended some

or

I have

Moreno's presentations ant!. I doubt his

llJsee Helen H. Jennings, ~ead~Sh\R and. itolation,
(New Yorkt Longma.ns, Green • co. 936}.
114see P. Fenouvler, "The Group Ps7chotherap7 Movement
and J. L. Moreno, Its Pioneer and Founder," grgip f!l£hqthera;ez,
II (1958) 69-86. G.D. Godenno, "0Utpat1ent Ado escen· Group
I'sychotherap7 I 1 A ReV1 iaw ot the Literature on the Use or coTherap1sts, Ps~hodrama and Parent Group Therapy," ~•r!~
Jog;£AA1 at. r)srcnotherap.z, 18 (1964) 5s1~ :fol. 18 (19()' 1
Zll.

?8

effectiveness in the long rnn.

It saems to me that the dra?flatlo

aspect ls too much stressed 1n a collective emotional atmosphere,

~here

some

pe~ple

11a7 be thrown into deep oont11ots from

which they would feel inadequate to get oat.
One of the contr1but1ons ot Moreno•s theory to the group
process is that everr 1nd1v1dual should be capable and w1111ng
to pl81' his own role in such a wa.y as to enable every other

1nd.1v1dual to pl&J also bla own role 1n the group,,

Mutual

attraction, or pos1t1ve soc1ometr1c cho1oe, makes group 1nteract1on positive and productive •. MUtual repul.slon or negative
soc1ometr1c choice harms the 1nter1nd1v1dnal rapports.

The

attraction-repulsion Talence is 1n th1s system, the basic pr1no1p1e tor social lnteraction and interpersonal relatlonshlps. 115
Moreno started also the publ1oat1on ot the Journal,· .)sz2bgd£w,
1n 1949 and conducts regular trainings ln psychodrama to those
who desire to become experts in his tecbnlqaea.

5. i1le national r.rrain1.ng Laboratories of the :tiational
Filuoat1on Assoc1at1on.
A

apec1t1c organization tor improving interpersonal

ll5see J. L. Moreno, !lh2 S~•l.l surv ve, revised edition,
(Beacon, N.Y.t Beacon House,1:95) • see W1 son A. Head,
"Soc1od.ra.ma and Group Discussion with Inst1tut1onal1zed Delinquent Boys,* l..rt~Jzgh~q, 1 (1966) 26-39.

~----------------,
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relationships started in 1946.

The first training was held at

a workshop in Neu Britain. Connecticut.
sored.

by

The workshop was spon-

the Co1ltlect1eut Inter.racial Commission. the Co?lllect1-

out rapOJ:'tLlent of .i!liucat1on

£U'l(1

the

.~esearch

Center for Group

vynamios, located then at the Massachusetts Institute ot 'l.'ech-

nology at Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Kenneth .Benne. lionaJ.d.
Lippott. and Leland Bradford formed the training team. 1 16 t!'he
research team was comp 1.)t>o~:. ot Kurt Lewin and lional.cl Lippitt.
'.,;

This work was the starting point ot toi.q • s National IJ.:ra.1111ll8

Laboratories Institute be1d at Bethel,

;~ne,

and 1n ll&l11' other

centers across the United states.
The dynamic eff'eot of bringing out the srou.v

~.irocess

and t·he n1embers • hidden personal and. 1nterP1trsonal feelings has

been proven verr etfeot1 ve as

101-ig

as 1 t 1s conducted

by

experts.

The group has showed to follow the Ba.me epigenetic phaaea of the
1nd1Vidual human being, which has brought anal.,vt1o pa7ohotherap7

and group dynamics pa7choloa into a close relat1onah1p.

I lflll

sp"lak 1n a later chapter 1n detail about this process ot the
f

ormat1on or the group tu2d.. the ps7choana1Jt1o 1mpl1oat1ona ther

in.
l163ee L. P. Dradfol'i et

~box:atoa Method, (New York.:

al.,

eds., ~'-Groqj;! '1'heqrz am
-

Wiley, 196'~) •

~-·----------------------------------,
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The Workshops of the National Training Laboratories have
ordinarily planned a spec1f 1c human-relations training, renoved
from everyday activities and have proved to be a major 1nstrument of organizational change.

Each workshop is

have a specific goal; group emphasis; personal

suppose~

and

to

inter-per-

sonal emphasis; inter-group emphasis; factors in planned

change1

1nner city problems and human relations; basic human relations
skill and problem solv1ngJ conflict management; communication
,.,;•

skills.

These are some of the top1os cliscussed in a typical

group atmosphere.

Many educators, leaders, doctors, social

workers, have gained much in their own personal knowledge
in the relat1onsh1ps with others from these encounters.

and

I th1nk

they are a very important instrument in the improving of modern

education. 117
M~

people have prevent1ona against these encounters.

The newspapers have sometimes published about these experiences
conducted. by unexper1enoed people.

It 1s only consequential that

117see William c. Schutz, lsiZ.J. ~1ng Human Aw!,teness,
Grove Press, Inc., 1967) 19 2 9.

(New Yorka
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a helptul devloe 1n unskilled hands can be harmful.

Other people

reject these encounters because they 1dent1.ty them w1 th group

psychotherapy conducted by untrained 1nd.1V1.duals.

It is pretty

evident that this type ot procedure is da.ngerm1s and should be

avoided.

We have to remem.ter that psychotherapy deals mainly

in lite and their impact on the psychological tempo ot the lndlvtdual. 118 The encounter group emphawith early

experie~ees

sizes the .. who you are here-and-now" a.."1.d how you react: to others.
The group ;;,rooess will be explained 1n detail.

Group dynam1cs is a field of 1nqu1ry declicated to e.dvanc1nt: knowledge

a'bo~t th~

nature of groups, the laws ot the1r

82
development and their interrelations with 1nd1v1dua.J.s, other
groups and larger institutions.

It emphasizes the dym::un.1cs

aspect of group 11fe and 1ts main goal is the improvement of
human relationships.

Education has much to learn from this

pa.rt1eular field.

/

The history ot group dynam.1.os has been anmmar1zed ln
this chapter.
ed

The d7Jl8&1cs ot the group history will be explain-

1n the next ohapter.

It I have used references in the prev1ous chapters, I
will describe 1n JD7 own personal words the w31 I perceive the
process of a group, from birth to adulthood.

~o

my

m1nd 1 the

group history and each 1nd1vtdual's own personal hlstory, are
two very similar real1t1es.

r

CHAPTER IV
GROWTH OF THE INDIVIUUAL, GROWTH OF THE SMALL GROUPs
A PSYCHOLOGICAL PARALLEL
Buman 1nteract1on is a very complex reality within the

d7namics of our existence.

It is so complicated becau.se it is

expressed w1 th or w1 thout otu- own verbal exchanges and 1 t is
cond1t1oned in et1muli•responses, by a dual process of interaction.
One aspeot ot this process is the 1nd1v1dual's intra

and extra-self perception ot himself and his environment.

A

second aspect is the other people's intra and. extra-self perception of their own selves and of the external environment.
The contact

or

two beings or more, al1f81's promotes 1nteraot1on.

The etfeet1veness ot interaction must pass through •Al17
•tilters.•

It has to overcome some •barriers• to avoid d1s-

tort1on, which is the product of very isolated perception, onesided in experience and empty in the receiver's input as tar as
his perceptual response is concerned.
Human interaction in a conditioned setting like that ot

SJ

a grc•Up, 1o not less complex a.nd it ht\S to reach soma objec.t1ves.
It can pi"ov1<le a.clequa.te and

enr1ch1~;

1nternct1on.

1en!.lte the group. because of a lnok or cohesiveness.

It can al-

It oan

g,l::io be autoerat1cal.ly force<'\. from tho outside that the i:ntl1vid.ualr:i becoir!c clepr1 ved of poss1 ble enri ehments.

',;·-ne way people talk, tells us otten how th.,- teal about
themselves.

The manner 1n which they permit

them.~elves

to ex-

perience one another, oonstltutes the pr1nc1pa.l struggle w1th1n
group 1nteraot1on.
l.

Group Ident1t7 and Group T&Dk

The etractive development or any group,

worl~

or social

group, requires that members share an 1mager1 ot the group.

One

of the 1n1t1al crisis in group development involves the process
otch1ev1ng

and.

identit7 'Wl'..1eh serves as a definition of the

situation and. provides a eouroe at nont1nu.1ng
the behavior ot selt and others.

A

g~up

axpect~t1on

of

Without 1dent1t1,

without some common det1n1t1on in the m1nde ot their aembers,
and

a set of expect1ons 1 cannot survive tor too long.119

~----------------In general terms, the condition of social certitude,
or congruity between expectations and events, and the avoidance of ambiguity and anxiety are central aspects of creating
a group identity.
A group 1s always engaged in work.

It 1s always to

some extent implicitly or explicitly involved 1n meeting task
demands that originate from within or outside the group.

such

work represents the consciously determined deliberative reality
oriented, goal seeking aspects or the group act1v1t1es.

Gener-

ally speaking a group exists for a particular purpose or to
accomplish a specific task.
Most of the group formation in our society are taskoriented, problem-solving or problem-preventing gatherings.
The content of the group itself is crowded with intellectualized
discussion on situation, plans and observation, which will be
carried through in the group or implemented into society later.
Sport groups work on plans of training and further events.
Church groups perform act1v1t1es on problem-solving and teaching
implementation of their own beliefs.

Educational groups make

an emphasis on grades, curriculum, academic requirements.

Busi-

ness meetings are oriented toward. the budget and the better way
of increasing productivity and income.

~----------------86

2.

D1tterent Kinds of Groups

Class1t1oat1on of groups depends upon many variables1
size, nature of interaction, goaJ.s, systems of structure.

The

social environment will also difterentiate the groups in their
differentt tunctionsa
tional.

educational, religious, political, recr,.\J.-

Groups may also be very temporary or highly stable.
Shertzer and atone120 present
1.

three types of groupsa

Pr1marz: versus secondffi mups.

people meet tor companionship or mutual help.
are formed acc1dentaJ.l.y, e.g., a lecture.

In primary groups
Secondary groups

Intimacy 1a; the var-

iable of d1f ferent1at1on.
2.

I?JSl:Oup versus outsroup.

Groups with which the

individual identifies with a sense of belonging, are 1ngroups.
Family, sex, club, occupation, religion.

outgroups are charac-

terized. by expressions of difference and sometimes varied degrees

or

antagonism, prejudice, hatred or apathy.

3.

Socio versus ESYche srouE•

socio groups which are

often voluntary have in mind to serve society in one way or
another.

(Like the Parent-Teacher Association or the School

l20B uoe Shertzer and Shelley c. stone, Fundamentals
Counsel1:gs;, {Haughton Mifflin Company, 1968) P• 443.

2£.
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orop-out Committee.) Psyche groups satisfy the emotional needs

of its members, like it happens in a boy's gang.
The external or internal use of power provides another
variable for group class1ficat1ona

Authoritarian, Democratic,

and Group..Centered.121
Groups of people can get together within an informal
structure in which spontaneity of environment and external
arrangements can provide a loose atmosphere ot social relations.
Another kind of group differentiation is based upon
structure, in which plans and organized activities a.re mostly
performed.

Glanz presents a short practical class1f1oat1on of

organized groups1
1.

Formal Grou:eg, made by the existen·ce ot written

reports, constitutions ot by-laws, rules and

proc~ures

in

action, formal organized meetings.
2.

Action GrouRs• made to bring desired or needed
Action groups must convey the primary task ot doibg

changes.
something.

3.

(Bostons

study Groues.

JMucational environments are

12lc, Gratton Kemp, Perseectives on the Group Process,
Houghton Miflen Company, 1964) pp,5b-6S.
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particularly suitable tor the development of such groups.
class ls a formal study group.

A

Intellectual development is the

major task of such a group.

4.

Discussion Groups respond to the need of exploring

If conclusions resulting from discus-

a given area of concern,

sion are sat1sfactor7, the group D1&1 organtze an action to implement the results, or
the results

or

organize a stud.7 group to enlarge
their discussions. 122
Jll&1

It is pertinent to note that discussion groups can be
the richest in production.
ing.

The7 promote creativity and think-

As a result of the discussion, the group can set plans

for action.

Plans

for action will be the product of study.

The whole work will end 1n the structure of rules and procedures
for action.

The discussion group can move forward in the three

steps mentioned by Glanz, un1fy1ng in one all of them.
After these 1ntroductor1 classifications for the better
understanding of the different variables of the group reality,

I will describe the group•s birth, growth and development as I
see them from an existential and psychoanalytical point-of-view.
122.Edward c. Glanz, Groups in Guidance, The Dynamics of
Groups and the Application ot Groupi'""1n Guidanoe;-fBostona
-Allyn andBacon~ Inc.• 19~2)pp. 42-45.

~
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). Existential Reality and Existential
Fallacy of a Small Group
a.

Group

The meaning of the word varies with the user and with
the situation.

In the group system and dynam1cs there is a

crucial point that I want to locate in the right perspectivea
the value of the group, formed by individuals, is, itself,
more important, as such, than its productivity or any other
aspect of a group.
Most of the time a group 1s thought as important and
adequate, mainly 1n proportion with its productivity.

This is

only a reflection of the distortion of hierarchical values and
the interchanging or secondary values with primary ones.
product of a group is necessary.

The

I will present "product" as a

charaeteristie of a mature group.

But "product" cannot be

considered the first element in spite ot the growth and fulfillment of individual involvement.

To my mind, here lays the

difference between what I name "The Existential Fallacy" and
the "Existential Reality" ot a group.
b.

The Existential Fallacy

Existential fallacy is the arbitrary use of a group to
accomplish a task.

Existential fallacy is the misuse of people's

90
potential in groups for an external benefit deprived of human
meaning or human concern.
the collection

or

Existential fallacy in a group ia

people under some institutional name, some

symbolic idea or religious ded.1cat1on.

This is supposed to

keep them together, because of the conditioning setting or
because ot the external rules.

The

emphasis on such external

aspects only is a fallacy in group togetherness.

As a matter

of fact this creates barriers of individual isolation, hidden
oompet1t1on, anxiety, mistrust, false 1dent1ty with symbols.
The external smile of unity is a big facade of the hidden agenda
both of the 1nd1v1dual and of the group.

The fallacy of group

creates an art1f1c1al togetherness around impersonal symbols
and impersonalized individuals.
Cohesion for product1v1ty in a group creates negative
competition and isolation.

The anxiety of a task to be per-

formed, deprives the individual of a responsible work, ot a
personal t'ulf1llment and of an adequate use
Pressure of work can be used only as a

way

or

bis potentials.

ot survtval, not as

a means of productive, meaningful, and human eontr1but1on to

society.
c.

The Existential Reality

The process ot formation, growth and life in a group

91
situation will be studied, foous1ns on a spec1t1c s1tuat1on1
the extstential reality ot a group.

ma.de by external circumstances.

What matters ls not a group

The real heart of the matter is

an experience that comes from within ea.eh member.
that produces the existential perception

or

An

experience

the group.

The description made in this thesis ot a group's h1s-

torr agrees to a certain extent with Preud's ideas explained
1n his •Group Psychology and the Analysis of the &go,•l2J

This

book ot Pl.•eud has exerted the most important influence 1n all

the systems ot group psychotherapy.
Freud•s thought has been taken out ot the striotl7
psychotherap1c, ps7ohopath10 atmosphere and introduced into
group dynamics among others by William c. Schutz, f'h,D., 1 24
Dr. Sohutz bas been a research psychologist at the University
of Ch1oago, Ha.rva.M and Berkeley,

As a consult.ant tor several

business corporations, he has ad.Vised on group bebav1oral problems and conducted training tor small groups,
Joz, will be mentioned in this work. 12 .5

14;.

H1s latest book,

12Jsigmund Freud, The Standard Edition, Vol. 18, PP• 67-

Ib.r•e

124wi111am c. Schutz, nao1 !
1111 en1~Br.*
2! InterPSrspns.l; Bel".av\ot• (New York: R1nehart, l9 ~

c. Schutz, ~ Exr>and.1UJ;i mima.n A!f5eneas.
Grove Press. 1967).

12Sw1111am

(New York•

Theqa
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The group, 1n d.evelop1ng its structure, gradually takes
over the tunottons ot the 1nd1Vi(lual Egos.

This enhances

the

birth and growth ot the group's Ego d7nam1cs.
The group that ls being described has some oharaeter1st1os in size, 1ntens1t7 of work and objectives.
~·

Small group, average seven members.

Intensitl .2tl!2£k•

The ideal situation would be a two-

week exper1enoe co:rapletel.7 c:iod.icated to accomplish the task.

ObJegt\ve.J!•

The improving of interpersonal relation-

ships.

Thia kind or group covers the basic def1n1t1on of groL&p
dynamics as a structure that eaerges from 1ndiv1d.ual to 1nd1v1d•

ual. 1n constant dynam1o 1nteract1on "1th one another.
:J.:be G£9U2 JI!! ! .I!!!t•

As

an, regular group, th1a group

has a task, but it 1s a task trom within, not from the outside.

This explanation helps to d1fterent1ate between•

l.

What 1s oomm.onl.7 called. a group, as a result of

having a collection of 1nd1v1duals spat1all7 together.
2.

What is the process ot becoming a group, going

from individual people to the steps of formation, growth, trust

r~-------------g,nd unity.

This is a product of individual work, interaction

frictions, perception, E;o spa.t1Hl differences and d¥chotom1es,
until the reaching level of continuous becoming in the common
ground of reality, feelings, orders and plans.

4.

Task Characteristics of the Existential Group.

In the beginning of this chapter 1t was explained how
the group always engages 1n work.
unique

an~

d1ff1eult task.

The existential group has a

The charaeteristtes of this task

are important to be studied in order to understand the uniqueness of the
a.

grou~.

The characteristics

a..~e

as follows•

The main task 1s to dedicate adequate, controlled

time and effort 1n building-in a real group, made out ot each
one of the individuals engaged.

b.

The task as a goal is not clearly defined by exter-

nal rules or by the leader's conscious effort.

It 1w the pro-

duct of the struggle, and the searching for group 1dent1ty,

performed by the group itself.
o.

The struggle for group identity promotes behavioral

changes and responses in the 1nd1v1duals deemed cooperatively

to 1t,

This point touches the individual's privacy in each one•s

self-confrontation, intra and extra perception of reality.

The

~

--------------------------------------------------,
task becomes n very d1ff1eult one.

Self-exposurf! 1mp11es a

risk for seareh, for growth, for offer1!16.
d.

The task 1s depr1ved of spec1f1c gu1del1nes cond1-

t1on1ng people's behavior and responses.

The 1n1t1al touch of.'

a task thro"gh the channel ot one's own ereQt1v1ty and treed.om
1s another risky experience ot the ex1stent1al group.

S. Task or the Leader.
There are some specific tasks that the lead.er should
pertorm., as cond1tlon1ng factors tor the dfn81lics
a.

The

·~

or

the group1

entral task of the leader 1s to maintain

an adequate climate called in group Jargon the "here-toda7-nowapproach.•

Thie tends to fao111 tate the eX1stent1al perceptio.n

ot th1s group and its process
b.

or

development.

The leader's personal involvement must be as real-

istioa.117 and e:x!stent1ally oriented as possible.

He must help

the group to deal and interact 1n the ex1stent1.al real.1 ty.
loader must be skilled enough as to otter open wars

or

The

d1soovery

tor the group itselt.
e.

The leader does not command, he supports, he does

not oreate coherenoe in the group, he offers opportunities ot

touching reta.l.1t7.

r----------------~
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d.

The leader must bel()ng to the group, passing as any

other member through the struggle of interaction w:'- th1n himself
and others.
e.

To be responsible tor himself 1n the group. is the

best catalyzer and most realistic help and task the leader can
provide to each member and to the group as a whole. 126

6.

The Small Group Becoming an Organism.

The writer will study 1n detail the process of formation,

growth and productivity of the small group starting from the
initial period of the birth, formation, approaches. development
until reaching a climate of produet1v1ty which is considered one

ot the most meaningful reasons for a group to be.

The level of

productivity expresses the level of engagement 1n the existential reality as a response to maturity.
The atmosphere in which becoming a group 1s developed,
126n. Lippitt and R. K. White, "An Experimental sJ.:udy of
Leadership and Group Life," Beadi~s in Social Pszohologz,
T. M. Newoomb, ed., (New York: H~t.-Y947). Leonard,Berkow1tz,
"Sharing Leadership in Small Dec1s1on-m.ak1ng Groups,• The Journal of Abnormal and Social Pa1cholo5l, 48 (1953) 2J8. -cic!I""A.
G1bb-;-"Lea:aersh1p;"" Raiidbook of Social PSfChOlOi{t GardnerL1ndzey, ed., (New Yorka l!d!Son~Wes1ey, 1954) pp. 877-291.
Becker and others, "Influence or the Leader on the Activity Level
o t Therapy Groups." Journal stt Social Pszchologz, 74 (1968), 39-

5J.

~-------------------------.,
provides enrichment and a testing of the three basic psychological needs of personality development for which any human
being struggles in lite.

The historical nuances and the oolleo-

t1ng data of a group •searching-to-be," present a parallel with
the human being in his process

or

growth.

The group goes through the same epigenetic phases as
does the 1nd.1v1dual.

Th1s is the point where analytic group

psychotherapy and group dynamics come into close relationship.
There are particular important areas of similarities
between the boundary incidents of an ongoing group, and the
boundary incidents of an ongoing life.

The whole process of

becoming provides what I call the group to individual history.
This history is unique, provides group identification, and
enlarges individual relations through the lenses ot each membe~'s

reality,

The group•s history is the most objective cgenda

in the process of becoming.

It 1s the best reflecting mirror

transer1b1ng all the interactions, all the operational techniques
for behavioral changes, all the struggles for life.

It 1s the

history of search for gratification ot the most basic psychological needs,

A~

any life has a history, a group becoming

surviving, and producing, has a very personal history.
Groups within their own history do have their own
"flavor," climate and. culture.

The "mood" of the group 1s

aliv~
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diangeable aecordint, to the different inter-action.al moods.

There

!H"e periods of tension and. relaxation, of almost diagnostic

analysis.

There are cathartic experiences releasing

feel1nt::~;.

There are moments of learn1n6 to listen and to respond to one
another in a greater d. epth and insight.

lill th1s material which

for a ol1n1o1an can be described as group contant, becomes in
e:x:1stent1al reality, the group organism and structure.

This 1s

what really belongs to the group, its process as well a3 its
prod.uet.

That process and organ.ism have made of a number of

people spatially together, a group of people realistically belonging in 1nterchA.ng1ng and sharing.

Deeper insight in oneself

is projected. 1n stronger ties of depth for the group• e growth.

In other words. perception of others, is a product of the group's
history as an additional dimension of the outgrowth perception.
Using Durk1n's idea, the goal becomes that ot discovering oneself and others, a constancy of relationships among cll."ll-

cial variables, rather than merely the similarity between elements 1n a situation. 12 7

Under conditions ot continued interaction, group members
tend.

to develop more values 1n common.

Norms of behavior when

developing across the time, increase group consensus and
l27Helen E. Durkin, Ph.D., 'fhe Grou~ 1n
International Un1ve:r.s1t1es Pres~, IM., I96 ,p.

D!3Jh•.

(New Xorka

~---------------------------------~
therefore exert stronger influence on each member's behavior.
!'he history of the group is unique, unpredictable,

1

changeable, like it is the life of the 1nd1viual.

Life as such

has to face many variables of style or behavior facing new
experiences.
to another.

Each history 1s unique and. differs from one group
It is the result of sharing the other individuals'

perception and stylee of behavior facing the existence of inter•
action.

The style of behavior represents the consistent way

1n which an individual engages his environment and handles his
relationships with other persons,
Adlerian .. life-style...

It would correspond to the

'l'he group's style 1s another result of

accumulation of histories.

It is unpredictable.

imply that the group cannot aeh1eve a

patter~

This does not

of its own st•le.

This conquered. pattern is one of the achievements of becoming
a Q;roup,

7. Analysis of the Prooess in the Group Fon:i.ation.
The First Stage1 Search for Secu.r1ty.
There is a common factor in the beginnina;

~f

GU.l

gro~ps.

The first sessions are filled with attempts to ward-off anxiety.
'l'he secur1 ty-seek1ng behavior is group shared, but 1 t is not

perceived as a common reality.

Moat of the time, looking for

security, there are many attitudes and behavioral approaches
from the members to the leader, to release that anxiety.

The
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real (la.tent) anxie·::y is f'111ed Ni th f eel1ngs towards the leader,
who is seen as omnipotent.

on

tho surface the dependence is

'fhe g,Toup asks for g!lidance • norms, structure.

apparent.

group strives to please the leader.
m~y

The

There are some members who

try another approa.ah to cover up the anxiety created by the

figure of the leader,

Those members become very defensive,

hostile, talkative 1n generalized matters.

Some of them chall-

enge the leader ab.:n1t h1s :power and effectiveness, but they

deal with

genar~lized

cultural, soc1olog1ca1, religious or poli-

tical aspaots of life, to attack trying to manipulate the
leader• s power.

.3uch kind of comments are not pertinent for

the immediate reality of "here-today-now.nl28
Whanever there is passive, dependent behavior, or hostile authoritarian approach, during the first phase of group
develop~ent,

there 1s secretly some resentment against the

His power is feared.

leader,

'.rhere is a phantasy 1n the mem-

bers that leader wishes to manipulate the

gro~p

for his own

purposes.

The security-seeking behavior of each member 1s mainly
threatened by such realities as1

a) facing the unexpected in a

elose e1rcle, b) the initial self-exposure to the group, c) the
l28Ex1stent1a1 group therapists, like May, Masiow, Burgenthal, understand the •here-todQ.1-now,"in basis of experiencing.
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confrontation of 1nter-and-extra impact ot Just the phys1oal

presence ot strangers.
The leader receives all that loaded tension, as a

projection of group anxiety,

The group erp&cts of the leader

to perform his rols aolvi.ng the situation and restoring the

stab111t:r because •he la the expert."
Tho flrst aess10118 are always pa1ntul ant d1tt1alllt.
The

lack ot consistent atnoture aa tu as 1anorl113 "what la

supposed to be do1ngtt 1s a ,,.r, upaett1ng tactor tor each mem.

bar.

The tact· th.at the laad.er•s ...,.ha.T1or la moatl.7 pasa1Te and

quiet, mo:re llstenlng than talking contt.taes, oreataa 1a0re anxl•
et7 and aooaulate:s aore hostile teel1n,ga.

The amd.et7 reaobe•

a h1gh level and the bost1l1t1 comes to the open.

In aoae slow

1187 the group starts to touch the reality ot dialogue and the
d.emancl of more aot1ve participation.

et.at ot tru.atl"8.t1on N1.d

torced by realit1-or1ented experience, each aeaber starts to
confront his ego boundaries and beg1na to Uaten to

the proJeet1on of others.

himself

1n

Th.ls })J'Oeeas 110rlts as 1nteJ'lltW.ber

attectu.al relat1onsh1pa.

The t1rst stage presents a marked level ot anx1et1
becauee of the inseottt"it7 created
s1 tuat1on in the

d.~u

oont~nt1ng

au.oh a complex

ot 1nteraet1on,. . '.:'his etaae 1s an

anxtety-1:noreu1ng•Pl'Oeeaa because the grou,p passes troa

~~-- - - - - - - - - ,
~
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-

1n1 tl~

de;eE?n~~·

( f:ro!Il the le.9.der and ci1"01J.mstanoes) to

-

eounter--c1ependency in ·which menbers take some lea.d, express

r esentment against the program, reluctancy ar:d. cr1 ticism.s

against the leader.
and to work."

Comments as "I have many things to do

"MY time is r1ot to be wasted sitting here doing

nothing•'' are very common.
It 1s clear to understand that the way the group is
a.eal1ng with anxiety, is not adequ.ate, in its first stages,

beoa.use 1 t is not real1st1oally oriented.

.Any

experience has

to be internalized to become part of one's own identity •. Nevertheless. this is the way the group initially performs.

:r;:ie9endenoy from the leader and counter-depend.ency from

the members against tho leader, are results of dealing with
anxiety by manipulating reality.

One of the central purposes

in a group experience, is' to learn about the dynamics of 1nteraot1on among the members.

This implies the aceeptance of egoh

one• s self and the acceptance of the whole group.
all of the

This is

an

~Tork

Ini t1alJ.y

is demanded from an e:tternal source ('Che leader).

u.:.1c~)ns0i,)US

reaction of the g1.. 0•1p to .a.void the

re'.llity of the mesiber•s intera.ctio11.
This 1n1 tial phase of l1f e ln a gro·l4p, has a very close

relationship w1·tn the process of development of the life of a
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child.

The need for security is the first psycholog1eal need

the child demands to be gratified, in order to start growing,

Even though the security provided to the oh1ld comes trom out-

side of his own selt, (uternal care, food.• coatort) ha
take the risk of ask1ng tor bia own security.

tries to do so.

has

to

As a bab7, he

In growing up more he learns about many mani-

pulations to aohieve the grat1t1cat1ons he needs.
Life 1n a group begins the same way.
the behavior of !ts members,

for security.

lllUSt

The group, by

take the risk of searching

This explains• in another dimension, the process

of dependency. oounter-dependenoy, in a paral.lel
child's life.

the mother.

~at'I'

with the

The child 1n his dependency, or1es and calls tor

The group, in 1 ts beginnings., is dependent and

calls for the leader.

The child man1p·111ates various resources,

using counter-dependency- to el1In1n.ate his own anxiety (temper

tantrums).

The group uses counter-dependency to aTo1d the

pa1ntul nnxiet7 by blaming the leadar and criticising him for
whatever happens.

Secur1ty-1nsecur1t7,

ot human 1ntere,ct1on.

1~the

mature balance

This product cannot be achieved entirely

in the first stages of the group,

Anx1.ety is a very 1aportant

element 1n the formation of a group,l~9

l29J. Flescher, "Th~ Economy of Aggression alld. Anxiety
1n Group .Form.at1on, •• 'nte£ntt.t!9~ Jour¥J. ~ Gr9u.a f s.fcnotherapy, ? (1957) 31- 9.

r----.....-- - - - - - - ,.

."; ' )

J. j..;

'I'he awareness of anxiety

9..S

'.3.

comm.,n ground in the

feelings of a group, produces a cathartic process and one of
the 1n1t1al steps to detect s1m11ar1t1es in ind1V1dua1s.
of the comm.on ground

or

Beca~se

feelings, the repetitive pattern of

mankind, searching for security, becomes more realistic an.d
closer to the existential moment of the group.

By reaching this

common experience, the group becomes a.rare of the unnecessary
evaluation of good or bad, positive or negative, as the first
approach 1n interaction.

Qualifying connotations are so often

a common defense mechanism to denial of the reality of the pereeption.
l1.

The Second Stage: Need for Acceptance
to communicate in depth.)

(Learning how

When the individual ego of the me.:nbers reach certain
levels of dealing with securi ty-1nsec-u.r1 ty interactions, the

group starts to fe£1 ready for wh9.t I call "communication in
depth."
It has been said that whenever you communicate with

another ind.1 vi dual, there are at least six messages, each one
somewhat different from the other, involved in the exchange.

The writer presents these phenomena following a pattern of subject (a) Object (b), in other words, giver and receiver relat1onsh1p1
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a)

What I aetuallz say
What I !!.!!!! to say
What I eonvez to others.

b)

What the other actually hears
What the other thinks he hears
What the other thinks you .!.!!S.•

If we have seven subjects and seven objects in a twoway human interaction, (7 x 7 • 49), that would mean 49 different approaches.

But the real product will be 49 interrelation•

ships multiplied by an a + b • 6 different possibilities of
Subject-Object 1n a stimulus-response setting.

In a group of

seven people there would bEJ mathematical.ly speaking 49 x 6 = 294
different poss1b111t1es of meaning, saying, hearing, thinking,
relating, which makes a complex enough language to understand.
Many times what the person MEANS to say is not what he
is ACTUALLY saying.

And

what one ACTUALLY says m.ay be different

in reality content, from what the other person thinks he HEARS,
which may also be different from what the other person THINKS
YOU RE.ALLY SAID.
matics.

The problem 1s not only semantics or mathe-

The real difficulty is the LACK OF KNOWING HOW TO

COMMUNICATE IN DEPTH.

This would be one of the main tasks of

the specific group I am descr1b1ng,
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I commun1eate by my behavior as well as by my words,
MY behavior results from the perception of my own needs to
relate to other people, and to what I perceive about the actions
of others.

Frequently, I am not aware

or

the extent to which

my life-style ls known to others.
To learn ways to speak as a whole person is a difficult
task but is part

or

the growing and enriching process of life,

our society has become very alienated for it has been manipulated 1nto many isolating gam.esa
automation, mass med.la, etc.

competency, excessive work,

A big group of n1c e girls and

intelligent men working together in a wall-to-wall carpeted
off1ee, may be feeling themselves more lonesome than a lonely
Arab in his dessert who does not have anyone around to relate
with.

People of today complain so often about lack of communi-

cation or communication being noneffective,

The group we are

describing as belonging to our society, suffers from that isolation,

So many people 1n our world today are really "the

lonely crowd.•lJO
The group, in this second stage of experiences, touches
another new for them, but very old and neglected world

or

lJOsee David R1esman and others, The Lonelz Crowd, !
study of the Changing American Character,-rNew Haven and Lond.ona
Yale uiii'versity Press, 196S).

r- ________________________________

~
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of interaction.

Many experiences 1n non-verbal communication

give the members opportunities tor growth in self-perception,
in time-space relations with ego boundaries.

These are experi-

enees increasing the awareness on how one comes across to others,

on ways to listen and be open to other's non-verbal communications.

They learn through the group, how other's physical and

psychological presence affect one's self, and so and so forth.
Going through these experiences it is eas1 to learn and
to detect, as atieflen lJl suggests the importance of man, other

aspects in oommun1eat1on, besides words.
Many oont1gurat1ons of posture or body positions 1nd.1·

oate at a glance a great deal about what is going on in group
interaction.

l)

Sheflen suggests three pointsa
Components of individual behavior are contributions

to group aot1v1t7.
2)

Different postures indicate how the individual

contributions are related to each other.
e)

Postures det1ne the steps and order 1n the inter-

action.

13lAlbert E. at'ietlen, "The S1gn1t1cance ot Posture in
Communication System,• Ps1chAatrz, 27 (1964) a 316-JJl.

r-----------This explains very clearly what we said before about
each group having its own "mood" and 1ts own "flavor."

Dis-

charges of tension are almost automatioe,l.ly expressed by changes
to more comfortable poaturos 0 deep..breathing reactions and so
on.

Moments of fear or

SOlTow

are characterized with "shell.y"

behavior as showing a need for protection.

Progressive behav-

ioral changes 1n one member, are perceived by the group and
affect the group 1n its own development. 1 32
Non-verbal eommun1cat1on is a very important part 1n
group development, which provides•

a) ga1n 1n personal in-

s1ghtsa b) the use of this insight confronting the 1mpaet with
otherss c) the acceptance or rejection of others to be in one's
psychological Sp&Cef d) the breaking Of barriers Of understanding promoting eatart1o exper1ences1 e) the detection of the nearness-distance-reality between two ego boundaries, t) the confrontation of anxiety c!tlealing with new experiences.

By th1s

time the group has gone deeper into the real feeling level
between "I and I," "I and you," "I and the other members of the
1 32 FA.ward Hall. The Sil~t IesAauege, (New Yorks Doubleday, 1959). s. Ward, "Seat1ngra.ngement and Leadership
Emergence in Small Discussion Groups:." Journal ot §oc1!1 Pszch.2l.2sZ• 74 (1968)1 83-91. c. Winick & n. Holt, "Seat{ng Positlon~as Nonverbal Commun1cat1on in Group Analysis," Pszch1atry,
24 (1961)1 171-182.
.
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group," "I and the general external environment.•
If the •real" group has become into eX1stence, whatever
allJ" of the members does, affects the other members and the en-

tire group as well.

And

whatever the group experiences, affects

each one of the individuals, differently, accordingly to each
one's personality.
"Individual differences s1gnif1cantly attect the
charaeter1st1es of small groups. In general 1t was
found that effective group tunct1on1ng was tao111tated.
by cooperat1venss, effic1ency and insight, while behavtor which we have called "striving fo~ individual
prominence" reduced group eohes1veness and friendliness •••• mature accepting persons facilitate, while
suspicious nonacoept1ng persons depress group characteristics indicative of smooth funct1on1ng,lJJ
In the group process as it has been described here,
the author finds a great s1m1lar1t7 with Jun's structural components of the emotional aspects of personality. spec1f1cally
with the "archetypes" and the •collective uneonsc1ous.•1J4
Commun1oat1on in depth covers more than the big step of
learning the non-verbal approaches.

This experience 1s

lJJw1111am Haythorne, "The Influence of Ind1v1dual

Members on the Character1st1cs of Small Groups•'' The Journal

.2! Abnormal !!19:. social Psfchol!'eil• 48 (1953) 284.- - '

1J4calv1n s. Hall and Garner Lindzey, Theories of
Peraonal1tz, (New Yorks Wiley, 1965) pp 80 fol.
--

~
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considered quite loaded as a catartic element.

It allows people

to start dealing w1th verbal and non-verbal language, using the
1ns1ght of each other.

That 1s the real feeling-level unfortu-

nately so m1sused in some group experiences.

This kind of

group looks only for the fun of sensual f eel1ngs or groupy
feelings. without any professional or ethical goal in mind.
Behavioral interchanges and perceptual experiences of
the self and others have a special meaning in our group.

Learn-

ing about how I affeot the group and how the group affects me,

provides opportunity for interaction in a behavioral change.
This behavioral change covers a basic possibility ot improvement.

our group starts learning how to express internal and

external feelings, within each person and towards others,
reaching the operational feedback approach.

9. Feedback, an Experient:lal. Reality- of !ourself in
a Second Dimension
According to the modern behaV1oral sciences, "feedbaok"
is a way to help another person to consider a possible change
of his behavior.

It is the comm.un1eat1on to a person or to a

group, which gives that person some information about how he
affects others.

As in a guided missile system, the teed.back

helps an 1nd1v1dual to keep his behavior "on target• and thus
he better achieves his goals.

110

There are some criteria for useful feedback which I
consider pertinent to clarify the dynamic flow of f eel1ngs 1n
the groupa

a.

The feedback ls descriptive rather than evaluative.

By describing one's own reaction, the feedback lets the 1nd1v1d•
ual free to use 1t or not, as be teels tit.
b.

The feedback 1s spec1f1c rather than general.

It

focuses directly at the present moment and time of the happenitlg, because it is the W8.7 to touch the existential reality

of the behavior affecting or being projected 1n others.
0

you

ar~

To say

too dominating,• has a different color than saying

"Listen, you are not allowing room for me to express J:D1'Self.
There is no way for you to hear what I want to tell you now."

e.

Constructive feedback takes into account the needs

of both, the receiver and the giver.
d.

The feedback is directed toward those patterns of

the re c e i ver' s behavior which are in this existential moment

susceptible of change,
e.

The feedback is most useful when it 1s solicited,

rather than when it 1s imposed,

The solicitor formulates the

kind of question which those observing him oan answer.

111

Summarizing, feedback means tq the writer of this thesis
an objective mechanism rae111tat1ng behavioral changes in order
to follow and to fulfill better the individual's interaction.
It 1s a reinforcing technique for clarifying points in the
awareness of personal 1<'.Wntity.
The different eve1.tts 11 ved collect! vely by the group,
provide enough elements for learning the interpersonal affectrefleet relationship.
the grat1f1cat1on

or

This creates a favorable atmosphere tor
the second basic psychological needs

ACCEPTANCE.
Th1s moment is the pos1t1ve beginning
perceptual 1deut1ty,

or

a group's

Each individual member has been searching

for himself as aeoepted by others. and has allowed himself to
accept others within himselr. 1 35 To reach this level, the
group has to have passed through a d1ff1oult process with variables such asa

distance, 1nh1b1t1on, hostility. rejection,

anxiety, fear, manipulation of reality, generalization. long
periods of silence, 1ntellectu'3.l.1zat1on.

Communication in depth

reaches the third level in which anxiety becomes channeled and
gets a meaningful prof 1le.

135s. Sche1dl1nger, "Ident1f1oat1on, the Sense of Belonging and. of Identity 1n Small Groups•" International Journal
of Group Psrchotherap,z, 14 (1964)&291-306.

r---------------------.
On the r1rst stage, when dealing with search for
security, the a.nx1ety has passed. from dependency to counterdependenc1.

Thls makes the second step.

The am:1et7 level is

very high in both phases.

The third step reaohes commun1cat1on 1n depth 1n what
ls called INTEBDEPENDE.NCl.

the real1t1

or

This permits the members to perce5.ve

their 1nd1v1dual anxieties and the reality ot

the common grounds of eve27bod1's anxiety.

Thia creates the

1n1t1al positive value of social acceptance.

The person ls

accepted. and considered. as a part ot the whole, not
his good qual1 ties, but tn sp1 te ot them.

beo~use

.Ps7chologloal

or

prox-

1m1 t1 ln sharing the teellng level, creates poe1t1ve extena1onexplos1on in the grat1fy1ng feeling ot co.1111un1t7.

The 1Dd1v1d-

ual perceives what he ls feel1ng 1 what he wants to

•&7•

he

takes the r1sk of s..,-1ng it, he interacts, and still he feels
loved and accepted b7 the group.
Ps7choanal.7tical theory which tocuaea upon oerta1n
certain motivational and defensive processes w1th1n the 1nd.1v1d•
ual, was first extended. to group lite b;y Freud, 1fho comments

so long as group tormatlon persists or so tar as

it extends, 1nd1v1duals behave as thou.gh the1 were
unitorm, tolerate other people's peouliar1t1es,
put themselves on an eq~al level with them and
have no feeling or aversion towards them •••• Love
ot oneself knows on.17 one barr1era love tor

llJ

others.136
The psychological history of the group is growing into
life with more realistic awareness or its own specific potentials, 11m1tat1ons and at the same time the group 1s conscious
of the environment.
second step.

Life in a child also searches for th1s

Making again a reference-to child development,

the group has similar processes ot grat1f1cat1on in the search
for ACCEPTANCE.

The ohild must learn the socializing process,

getting along with himself and his peers, as well as with the
limited oond1t1ons of the environmental world.

we have here a

particular important area ot similarity 1n the boundary incidents between ongoing group and ongoing lite.

It has been

explained in this thesis how lite is always a becoming.

EX1sten-

t1ally speaking, the needs of security and acceptance must
struggle within the ambivalence of becoming.
not yet being tomorrow.

Be1ng today is

The acceptance and seoi.trity ot today

is not tomorrow's real1ty.l37

lJ6s1gmulld Freud, Group Pszcholcgz and !h!. Analzsis !!!..
the
The Standard Edttion, Vol. 18, P11
Marianne H.
Eeka
' "Values, Identi y
the Psychoanalyt1oal .Process,"
Psyohoanalzt1c Education, ed.f Jules Masserman, M.D., (New Xork1
Grune and Stratton, 19621.

Mt'

and

m.

1J7aeryce w. MacLennan, "The Group as a Re1ntorcer of
Reality," presented at the American Orthopsych1at~1c Conference,
Washington, D.c., 1967.

r:~------
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10. The Third Stage1 Experiential Realization and
Responsibility in Group Structures The Small Group Productivity
The perceptual emergence of grat1f1eat1on of the two
basic psychological needs, security and acceptance, brings al-

most necessarily the emergence of the third stepa
urge for achievement.

feeling the

The group 1s becoming closer to maturity,

At this time it 1s more evident the organized structure

of the group as a product of the experienced reality.
members feel now the identity

group's

str~cture

or

The

belonging to the group.

The

results from forces acting on the group in a

manner that a pattern of stable relationships eXist, promoting
and chanell1ng group productivity.

The group's structure be-

comes the group's identity as the given contribution of each
member's shared identity.
The productive task of the group by this time. w111 be
to learn how to interact as a whole in order to maintain the
appropriate balance in the awareness a.nd acceptance of feelings.
This 1s the process of the feelings touching reality and producing mature responses to lite.

reciprocal among the members.

'£his learning is unique, non-

It 1s difficult to be followed by

another group because that would. be another personalized touch
of another group experiential history.

r----------------,
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One of the most valuable results of a human relation
training, 1s an increase

or

tolerance for ambivalence, differ-

ent approaches to life 1n others, limitations, productive
acceptance of one's own potentials and the reduction of stereotyped behav1or.1)8

Some of the consequential elements 1n the process of
· teaching the third stage area

increased centered attention on

1ndiv1dual development, struggle for structurer search for
clar1f1eat1on of goal.st personal insight towards achievement.
The structure conquered. by the group has a powerful 1ntluence.
The group can use the oontrontation of different strategies to
influence each of the members and the group as a whole towards
achievement.

The group has reached. a level of stability which

provides group maintenance facilitating effectiveness in work.
Because of the intra and enter processes of learning in
the dynamics of the group, the urge to produce springs automatically.

The unity of the group is deeply experienced, con-

sequently there is a drive to produce.
TWO LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT.

It is important to notice

that this third step of development, presents two aspects of

1J8a. Y. Efron, H. K. Marks, and R. A. Hall, •A Comparison of Grou:p-centered and Individual-centered Activity Programs,•
Archives !l!., General Ps1ch1atr1, I (1959) 552-SSS.
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aohievement1

1) the task ot the

g_"""t>Up

has been accomplished.

From isolated 1nd1v1duals a group has been born1

2) the poten-

tial ot achievement in the tutur·e, based upon the exper1enoes

and perception ot personal growth, ls a common need.

A struc-

tured group h•s come to productivity.
Dynam1call7 speaktng the two feelings of achievement
do not otter the same real1st1c perspective.

The t1rst one

belongs trul7 to the immediate real1t7 and 1t la ex1st1ne; here

The second one 1s a third d1mens1on of personal. 1n-

and now.
s1ght.

The first achievement has made evident each one ot the

members' poss1b111t1es.
conquered yet.

Nevertheless the tutu.re bas not been

Achievement follows the pattern of becoming,

At th1s third stage the group reaches such a high level

ot cohesiveness that 1t tries to become alienated trom the
The group experiences the fear ot going back

external world.
home.

•It we oould etq here forever.•

d1f'f1cult •••• •

•Go1ng back home is so

•rt we could create a war ot

11v1ng this wq

together ......

The realization of shared feelings on this level, reduces the anx1et1

and

enhances the more real1st1o plarming

process 1n the group and tor the members to face lite.
l\

more elaborate interpretation ot the dJrnamics ot the
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feelings of achievement, "here,now," and 1n the "process of
becoming" 1s necessary.

The author insists on the historical parallel in a process of evolution between group development and 1nd1v1dual
growth.

The adolescent period is the richest of a human being

in insights and internal dialogue.
search and affirmation

or

Adolesence connotes the

potentials, as well as the fears of

confronting those potentials w1 th the outsid.e world.

Respons1-

b1li ty is the opportunity to prove to oneself and to life, that

one ean take the risk of living.

Maturity is always the over-

coming process of fully accepting 11fe in its existential reality.

Maturity implies a daily process of ad.Justment to changes,

limitations, ambivalence, uncertainty.

The daily cho1ee not

the stereotyped response, 1s the touch of ex1stent1al maturity.
The process of the group development has its own adolescence.

The group becomes mature having to accept the fears and

dreams of adolescence and the ambivalence and 11m1tat1ons of an

ever becoming maturity.
There is a very gratif71ng atmosphere among the members
of the group when they share feelings

accepted, understood.
give and share.

or

being really needed,

The members also reel that they can offer,

It the group bas been genuinely involved 1ts
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are already rewarded.

The problems of implementing this experi-

ence into the subjective picture of each 1nd1v1Cl.ual's world,
is yet to be accomplished.
tation in group achievement.

This is the final task and con!'ronPlari..ning together 1.mpJ.1es the an-

alysis of basic behavioral approaches for change, common to the
whole group.

The implementation of plans is the personal 1n,...

vestment in each ind1v1dual•s reality.

This is the product of

a group in depth with 1ts inter and intra personal perception,

with its reality-oriented. experience, with the use of experience
as a task to make lite and hwnan interaction more meaningful
and responsible.
The author has presented 1.n this chapter a general des-

cription of the existential reality of a group.
individuals, are similar organisms.

Groups. like

Both have their own life

and the capacity for re-structuring themselves.

Both have the

capacity for growth, power, and behavioral changes.

Ahead of

both of them lies a third dimensional approach by means of self1ns1ght.
An existential group "alive," 1n reality, can be a

very healthy element to improve our educational processes and
to promote a more mature

devel~pment

in our society.

An individual is nothing before he has chosen himself.
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r.rhis is the gift that the members receive and give in the group.

For the main thing in life 1s not be this or th&t but just to
be oneself.
The true "common" between man and man and carrying this
beyond into the group relationship, is the step forward into
the essential "we," which is the final goal of human c1v1l1za-

t1on.

CHAPTER V
CONCLU8ION1

Better.

1.

EDUCATING FOR SELF-ACTUALIZATION

Facing Themselves, the Teachers F'acti the Students

The le1t-motiv of this work has been that education
should help children and adults to know themselves and to
lop healthy attitudes of self-acceptance.

d~ve

To help a pupil to

have meaningful experiences, a teacher must know the pupil as
a person.

This means that the teacher must strive to know

himself deeper.
In the school there are countless opportunities for
helping the child in h1s search to find himself.

The student

has to discover his aptitudes, to face his difficulties and be
aware

or

his limitations.

What the teacher does strongly affects

the student's attitudes regarding his inner worth as a person.
Life at school is heavily invested with praise and blame. pride
and shame, acceptance and rejection, success and failure.
one way or another the educator has a s1gn1t1cant effect on
what the student feels about himself.
~ffecting

Many of the problems

the student. should have been faced and solved
120

In

prev1ous17 b7 the educator 1n his own person.al 11te.

These

problems, largely ot an emotional nature, g1ve a deeper insight
into oneself.
A eooperat1ve etfort ot the whole school will provide
better atmosphere tor the development ot the stUdent.

In order

to establish a sound atmosphere ot mutual understanding among
students and staff, previous steps are supposed to heve been
taken
Most normal children experience

lives.

ho~t111ty

in their

To be able to und.erstand and sympathize with thei:n, the

ed.uoator is supposed to have faced

~·is

own hostile

tendenc1v~.

The educator should, lead the wa.y in this particular field..

He

will know how to accept the 1mplioat1ons of his a.nger '"1th his

pup11s, h1s impatience with himself, the unavo1dable tense relat1ons w1 th his colleagues.

The educator r:ust seek to tinder-

stand the devices he uses to avoid. responsibility 'for himself
hy blaming others.

To appreciate his students' tears and

anxieties, he has to have raced h1s own tears and anxiety.
Otherwise he will be uncomprehend.1ng when h1s students express

their anxiety 1n such signs as 1nab111ty to learn, 1mpert1nenee,
1rr1tabil1ty.

'Ihe educator's understanding ot others ca.n be

only as deep as the wisdom he possesses when he ·looks inward
upon himself.

This 1s wby a small group carefully organized

for the statr will d.evelop their inner poss1 b111 ties and will

be a blg help tor a smooth rellllt1onsh1p in the whole school.
Learning is a progressive exper1enoe 1n which ll&n1'
people invest their potentials.

"J.'eaehex·s and stu.d.ents can

learn together in the da.11)" encounter w1th life.

Maslow speaks

about the hum111ty that can be shared by people when they are
aware of how little they know 1n comparison with what could be
known and what ls known b7 others.

Because of this, it ts

possible tor them to be honestly respeottul and humble before
people who can teach them something they do not know.140
However, 1f the school m111eu ls not a healthJ one,
beo&use of

autho~1tar1an

f1e1al systems

or

structures, laek

or

aot1vat1on, art1-

lea.ming tor life, eto., the frictions among

the members of the school w1ll hinder effective learning.

~3

a result of unhealthY atmosphere there is a more serious con-

sequence in the children's personal1t1es u

well as 1n the

teachers'•
'J.:'he mental health

or

children 1s affected b7 the

qualit1 or their interpersonal exper1enoes 1n school,
and the quality ot their interpersonal experiences 1s

12)
l<i.U."'gely dependent u,pon the human. relations, values and
okills of the achool peraonnel. A.mon.ig ·the values and
skills wh1eh promote 1::05l'I'IV1~ 1ntsrpersona.l e:irper1enct\s
are thoae wh1ch ••••• underl1e a climate of open., twoway commu.nication, mutual acceptance and trust, a11 ext'Jloratory approach to the understanding and resolution
of human problems,. and commitment to the expansion of
human. resources. lq.l

Human 1nteraet1on as 1t takes place 1n the school has
been strongly oriented 1n the line sturtent-teaoher relationship.
Sometimes it has a paternalistic flavor. emphasizing the guideline techniques to be given from the

~~se

to the ignorant.

8omet1mes the moral res·pons1b111ty has been mainl;r stressed•
the teacher has to be the model of the student.
times

ther~

Some other

h11:1.s been a strong effort to understand the student
i:·he au.thor stre::;seC. thf) last aspect and he considers

1.?1 depth.

that the teacher's perceived

identity is his best qual1t1cat1on for the difficult task of aducation. 142
o~n

The 1nterpersonal positive relationships among the statr

14ls. Jacobson, R. Kerokhoff, I. Hypps, an..1 R. Kvarnes,
Consiult~t1on

Process .~ he Sqho2ls, I~e;:2r!:. of ·~hl Jchoo
J.
.Pro ect 1:n .onsu:Ctat1on s l!s, a Joint program o the · ·.• c.
Pu . c s'Cho: \l'.s ·aria'. t'he' was ngton School of fsychiatry, financed
by Mental El!alth project Grant n~'• 01.:-888 1 l~a.t1o?J.al lnst1 tute
of Mental Health, Mimeograph study, Washington,
1

Yorks

1 ·1·2zr1k n. Br1kaon, Iq.ent1tz

!!31

.i:.•.c.,

1966, p. 4.

the \·i~t ~. (New

International Universities fress, 1967

P• 101;--

r
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personnel, will provide an

and health¥ atJ:!lospilere tor

s.d(.H'!Uflt~

a better learning s1 tWJ.t1on.

~Phis

person-to-person, not Job-

to-job, relationship will foster mutual understanding

and

Will

help the teachers perso:nal1t;r 1n their inner growth and oreat1v1 ty.

A pos1 ti ve approach 1n the staff 'G'r1ll morl! easily resolYe

the necessary tene1on."J s.nd er1S$S that arise 1n any 1ns11tutional
and administrative aituatlon.
The educator has to be aware ot the opportunities that
the school 1tselt ortera tor a healthy learning together, shar-

ing together, growing together,
beo.omee-more achieved..

Any 1nd1V1dual oan improve e.nd

The educator has to be aware that be is

not an exoepti.on.14J
'lhe teaching sts.tf sba.re the colllflOn ground. ot training
others f'o1• lite.

ii.ll the eQ.uoators str1 ve for the good and

improvement of their students,

They share a bas1o oo:mmon ph1l•

osopl'cy, a a1IU.l<lr set ot ·Yalu.es and

society and of the 1nd1v1dual.
a.a

il

'L'hey

lntare~t

for the welfare of

all share their efforts

gr{)ll.f' to ofter tho best lea.rn.1?1.iJ opportu.ui ties to the stu-

dents,

TheJ belong to a particular school.,

The soclal and
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physical environment give the staff a certain cnltural and
spa.tial feeling of togetherness.

same educational equipment.

The teachers use t:>r share the

They gather in the lounge during

the recess periods, the lunch hour, the meetings.

Often times

they pray together and in the ca.tholio schools their human

potentials join efforts towards a genuine Catholic edue;1.t1on,
whose primary objective 1s
;aerson .!! 5

"lh!. !!!!! development .2!.

human

individual .!!!. ~ ! ! a member~ Societz,"144

The educational sett1ns. 9rov1des many

poss1b111t1e~

for the growth of the 1nd1v1dual and of the group.
oft"'~

~

However,

•1mes the school responds to the dehumanizing demand.s of

the society that evaluates the children solel.7 for their grades
and. tor their pertormance, while the person in 1 t • s ent1 ty ot
1nner values is forgotten.

on the other hand, society requires

from the teaching staff to produce effective teaching with very
little consideration for the teacher a.s a pers021.

"When I am

at sehool I am a Teacher; outside, I am another person."
sentence expresses a

deep

reality.

This

What atmosphere will result

from a group of educators with such a mentality?

Colleges and

universities are closed to change and rational discussion,
because of the attitudes of the staff,

l44oeorge G. Donovan, ~h.n., Vatican Council II., P• 153.

-
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Many teachers have felt the need to examine the rela-t1onsh1p between their life and their work.

They agree that

learning 1s good, 1n focusing just on the methods ot teaching
and encouraging scholarly pursuits,

"There is much that is

meaningless along the aoadem1o road from the kindergarten to
the doctor's degree. 0 145
The search for meaning is not a search for an abstract
or concrete body of knowledge.

It is a search for the mea.n1r..g

of life, truth, and a distinctly personal
understanding of oneself.

s~reh

for a deeper

And the essential function of educa-

tion is to help the growing child understand himself and develop
healthy attitudes of self-acceptance.

Some teachers work hard

and do almost everything except the one thing that is needed.
They ask

f~r

long lists of the children's interests.

to the parents and the students.

They talk

They ask the students to vote

and express what they think 1s most important in the school.
They are experts 1n the last educational devices.
~>ften

seem to leave out the one important thinga

personal involvement,
in the

pro~ess

But they
their own

And 1t is precisely this involvement

of letting children become 1nto adults, that

145Arthur J. Jersild, When Teachers Face Themselves,
(New Yorks Teachers College,-coiu:mbia University, 1956) p.4.
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education has to face.

To assure a. cont1nu.1ty of tradition,

education must early prepare the children today to be the
adults of tomorrow.

It is the teacher's task to take care of

the unavoidable remnants of 1nfant111ty 1n their students who
are 1n the main process of becoming adults.146
2.

Existential Reality, Existential Fallacy

When in the fourth chapter the growth of the 1nd1v1dual
with the growth of the small group were compared, the main differences between the existential reality and the existential
fallacy of a small group were pointed out.
The common factors of an educational setting are
supposed to provide identity, cohesiveness and efficiency.
However, they can be used merely as 1dent1f1cat1on tags like
"The Staff," "The School so and so," "We educators and our
goals."

If this is the case, behind those tags there is no

meaning, they represent Just the fallacy of an art1f1c1al group.
This fallacy can destroy instead of construct, discourage instead
of educate.

As a consequence the rejection of authority and

social values and the manifestations of hate in riots and unrest
will read.ily appear.

Youth has always reacted against

146Er1k Erikson, Childhood and soc1et~, 2nd edition
revised and enlarged, (New !orka Norton, 196 ) p. 405.
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unauthent1 c1 ty and. falsehood.•

In some schools, meaningful relat1onsh1ps among the
teachers, unity of common goals and free expression of ideas

are taken for granted.

This is a false assumption and the facts

speak against the reality which crushes personalities and dwarfs
individuals "for the comm.on good."

Staff meetings are like

one-way streets w1 th one-track-mir..ded policeman directing the
traffic.

The amount of work malres the 1nd.1,.,·1dual teacher a

slave of the

~ask

to be done.

communication and the teachers

about their real problems.

There 1s little, 1f any, personal
tall~

among themselves very rarely

Some of the teachers wait regularly

for a most painful experience that comes once a month, or worse,
one a week:

the staff meetings.

"It seems often times boring,

the principal talks all the time or
who

do0L;

cular

brin~s

an outside speaker

:'.lot know any of the 1nd1 v1du.als nor any of the parti-

pr~>ble~s

of this particular school.

To say the least,

those meetin.3;S are meaningless to the school activities."

plaints of a teacher about his place)

(Com-

Jacobson and Kerokhoff

say that some of the character1st1cs of the schools, create by

themselves barriers to effeet1ve teamwork and to the development
of a consul ta,t1 ve approa.eh to interpersonal interactions.

They

affiI'l!l that the public schools, like any other institution are
resistant to char..ges which might threaten the stability of the

r

orga.n1zat1on or the security

~f

1nd.1v1cual members.

Self-e(>n-

fr(>ntat1on can be threatening to one• s self ooncept and his
feelings of job security.

This would help to understand why any

project that implies change would be automatically rejectea...147
Behind a silk curtain of healthy, united cooperative
programs, hides the real scenes
ating like machines under

teacher•s personalities oper-

1nad.equ~te

mot1vat1onal dynamics.

Signs of over-dedication can often cover anxiety or fear of
competition from other teachers or from
could challenge his security facade. 148
teacher

i~iiho

anr

other person who

A reserved,

~~thdrawn

is keeping for himself all the powerful control of

his students, 1s not really helping them to face themselves.
Nobody can g1vo uha.t he does not hnve.
who never rcfusos any job nor aslr.s for

An al't'rays sm111ng teacher
o.nyt~1 ing

himself, not1 vatccl by feeli?'li:<:;S of rejection.

f}

may be stressing

principal who

happens to bn everywhere may be projectir,.g mistrust of h1s

t c::. chers, what evid.ently a.eep d.mm reflects his otm inner 1nsecur1 ty which in all the places looks from fallacious acceptance

14VJacobson, Kerekhoff and others, Consultation Process
in the Schools, PP• 6, ll, 2?, 31, JJ, 34, 36, 61, 70, 95. See
footnote no. 141,
l48n. K1pn1s, "Changes 1n Self-concepts in Relation to
.Perceptions of Others," Pers;pect1 ves 2!! !!'!!. Group Process, P• JJ6-

351.
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from the outt?1de.

It is ev1dent thE.tt this etlstent1a1 fallacy

of a group that has no deep identity as a group, creates an unhealthy atmosphere in the school.

The children per°'-91ve that

something is wrong and unmotivated teachers nake criticism
spread like fire over the school.
troy a positive human interaction.

Those frictions easily desTo

improv~

this situation

the organization of a small group would be very beneficial.
Acceptance of self and. of others comes before this
feeling of togetherness of the staff as a group.

But this "does

not consist simply in an optimistic claim that all is all right
with me a.na. the rest of the world." 149 .A well organized small

group will provide an atmosphere of togetherness and mutual
und erst a.n<'.'.1 nc.

The educator has to remember that "the process of gain-

ing knowledge of self and the struggle for se1f-fuJ.f1llment and

self-aocepta.r1ee is not something an instructor 'teaches' others.

- -

It is not something he does to or for them.
wh1t':h he himself must be 1nvolved."l.50

It is something in

The small group will

help the teachers really to be "involved,"
149Arthur Jers1ld, !<."Ve Laze, Adele Brod.kin, Ill!. MeanilJBi
S?,! Psyohother!Ez !!! ~ Teacher's Life .!!!! Wo~, (New York•
Bureau of Fub1icat1ons, Teachers College, Columbia University,

1962 > P•

aa·.

---- -------- ______ _______

.......
150Jers~ld, When Teachers Face Themselves,
p. 14.

r
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The staff of a school is a powerful leading group and
can offer a realistic positive experience in the life of the
students.

But teaching does not have that meaning 1f it 1s not

the projection of a 11fe whose reality has been faoed and acce;pted with its consequences. 1 51 one can ask how & teacher will
be able to present a healt}lJr' picture to the students 1f he and
his colleagues as a group do-not live that togetherness.

If

the students perceive just a fallacy they will not follow or
strive for an existential positive reality.

The small group for

the staff will improve the situation among the teachers and
before the students.
There is indeed a negligence 1n the concern for the
improvement of the teachers in the totality of their own self.
There are thousands or courses offered 1n every possible academic
subject to improve knowledge and techn1cal1ties

or

teaching.

Unfortunately, not much is being done to help the teacher to
improve the human interaction with his peers.

Teachers know

and qualify themselves just as "good, bad, strict, fair"
teachers.

Cold adjectives that do not dare to approach the

real person with feelings and emotions.
be a human being and be treated like one,

The teacher needs to
The small group is

151ear1 Rogers, "The Interpersonal Relat1onship1 the
G~re of Guidance," Guidance an Examination, ed. R. Msher, B.
carle and Chris Kehas, (New !Ori!a Harcourt, Brace & World,

1965) p. 64.

1,';2

spec1f1eally d.es1gned to provide this sound atmosphere 1n the
schoo1.l52

J.

1I'he 3ehoo1 Staff and the small Group

Be1ng able to wait enables the educator to listen.

A

teacher has to be a good 11stener to others, to his colleagues,
to his own self.

And 1t h.e does not listen to himself he will

not be able to listen to others.
will be operat1ng1

The same defense mechanisms

fear of himself proj0oting 1n fear or

hostility towards others.

The small group 1s very help1"ul to

improve this not uncommon sltuat1on.
A basic understanding ot each one's personality

and

motivational behavior, 1a a sound step to promote health1
human interaction in the

sch~ol

staff,

The small group process

and results have many applications to the educational setting
among the staff.

The effeot1veness ot the school is a result

of human interaction and good understanding among the persons.
Administration, po11e1es, schedules, methods ot teaching, srstem
of evaluation, level ot aspirations in a school system. become
alive becau•se ot human interaction.

And the amall group goal

is pree1oely to 1mprove human 1nteract1on.
152stotland & Cottrell, "Selt-estetHlt Group Interaction
and Group Influence on Performance,• Perseeot1ves ~~ the Groqp
Process, PP• 306-;19.

lJJ
The teacher must be oons1dered as a person.

The school

system has to have a place tor the teacher to express himself
wholly as a human being, 1n the totality of h1s uniqueness
that has chosen as a profession to teach.

These seem to be the

most important processes in a small group specifically designed
for eduoatorsa
1) Awareness and fulfillment of the three basic
psychological needs in each teacher and as a11 individual and
1n the ed11cators as a group in the school.
2) The acceptance of human failure and limitations in
the ordinary problems

or

the school.

3) The positive approach to normal human conflicts such
as competition, interference, lack of comm11n1cat1on, complaints,

awkward behavior. hostility.

Hostility 1s u.npleasant and it is

also 1nev1table and the teacher has to be able to deal with it
adequately.153

4) A healthy trustworthy and positive relationship with
authority.

This 1s one of the most important problems teachers

must taee when they race themselves.

A.n educator with an "autho

ity complex" does not belong in the teaching position.

-

-

153sers1ld, When Teachers Face Themselves. p. 106.

1J4

5) The use

or

adequate feedback that would help the

teachers among themselves and would increase their human capaoi ty for self-actualization.
The teacher's personal and professional identity is

an existential reality, not just a fallacy, 1f life 1s faced,
with a positive joyful image of oneself as a person and as an
educator.
The current social and inner dilemmas of the teacher
as crises may turn into growth crises, towards a professional
identity which contains not only teaching techniques but also
insight into one's

a~lf,

the chlld, the parent.

The teacher's

activities will be led by his wisdom and guided by his love.
Learning for love may then turn into the love of learnings
and teaching in order to make a living will turn into love of
teaching for a better life.
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